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FOREWORD

This user's manual was prepared by the General American Research Division

* of the General American Transportation Corporation for the Stanford Research

Institute under Subcontr&2t No. 11599(630OA-090). It explains in detail the

3 procedure for using the c-.,ruter code to calculate the response of a shelter

to time-varying thermal loads and time-varying ventilacion inlet psychrometric

-~.conditions. The code is based upon research performed between June 1963 and

May 1968 on the Analysib of Shelter Ventilation Requirements which falls in the
program area of OCD Work Unit 1215A.

The project was monitored by Mr. F. Allen (then rt OCD) and Mr. D. Bettge

of OCD, and Messrs. C. Grubb and J. Halsey of SRI.

The authors wish to thank Messrs. H. Moy, M. Lokmanhekim, D. Liddell,

and A. Kapil of GARD., Dr. J. Buchanan of OCD, Mr. P. Achenbach and Dr. T. Kusuda

- of the National Bureau of Standards, Mr. W. Spiegel, Consu.lting Engineer, and

Messrs. F. Hughes-.aley and T. Hoar of SRI for their coments and criti-ism.

The valuable cooperation of the personnel at the OCD computer facility in

Olney, Maryland and the Control. Data Corporation computer facility in Chicago,

Illinois is acinowledged.

"It should be noted that the version of the SMEP code presented in this

report (1"Ad. 3) has bieen superseded by a new modlificatio, (Mod. 6). This new

code rfploy# a siU.htly different sequen-:e of calculation to decrtasde zalcu-

lation tiMe.
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7 ABSTRACT
The Shelter Environmenital Prediction (S,%EP) Computer Code, Modification 3,.9 calculates the response of a shelter to time-varying thermal loads and time-

varying ventilation inlet psychrometric conditions. The code accommodates solar

radiation, boundary surface heat trantfer, moisture condersation on the boundaries,

equipment and lighting loads, and air conditioning. The manual explains the

-1 various features of the code, presents the input and output formats, gives

representative input data values, and includes an application of the code to

a typical shelter structure.

The required inputs to the codc and the outputs .obtainable from it are

given below:

Inputs

1. Ventilation rate 1. hourly temperatures

"2. Inlet psychrometric con- 2. Hourly air conditioning load
dit ions

3. Shelter geometric charac- 3. Hourly boundary heat transfer
* teristics

4. Shelter thermal charac- 4. Hourly metabolic loads
teristics

- 5. Shelter latitade, longi.tude 5. Avera'e temperatures (dry-bulb, wet-
and altitude bulb, effective) for the entire.

"occupar.ty or specified hourr. of
occupancy

" 6. feriod of occupancy 6 Maximum and tiniums teoperatures
-. (dry-bulb, vet-bulb, effective)

during the occupancy.

The ^ode it vritter in FOWAN IV spectically for the CDC 36W cmputer

system and consist* of approximately 780 cards. It requires a iemory btnk of

at least 6 5K words (each word of 48 bits) for the code and the accoOpftng

vatricew. For the CDC 3600 a-d for a problem C rmpaTtble to the "ale problem

presented in the text, the compIlation time io epproximately I sin., 45 eK.

an3 tt•e exc=t•on tiat appr~xivatel, 1 se:. for each hoar of shelter occupar-cy.

*Y
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SECTION 1

4IWROIUXTION

SThe Shelter Envir mmental Prediction (ShX2) code will calculate the

envirovuentrAl response of a shelter. cr any large structure, to time-varying

therial leads and ventilatiun inlet psychrometric conditions. Shelter con-

Sdttion!3 zomputed by fin'-te difference methods define the uistory of the shelter

inviror.ient during occupancy.

"3 The SHEP code accommodates solar radiation, boundary surface heat transfer,

moisture evaporation or condensetioa on the boundaries, equipment and lighting

loads, and air conditioning (derivatibns of the corresponding equations are

Jgiven in the Appendices). Little technical knowledge of mass or enerW trans-

fer is required by a user of the SHE? .ode. Information that must be supplied

"includes shelt-r physical, thermal and geometrcal char&cteristics, occupancy

levels and durations, and hourly inlet conditions. The amount of required data

"-is admittedly laree, but Is necessary so that the SHE code will remain appli-

"cable to a wide variety of shelters.

-1 The shelter LIdU! used in the code is based upon the assumptions tfia:

"1. MAr within thn shelter and ventilation air is copletely and

"" instantaneously mixel, to that one paychrometric ce-dition will

coap;etely specify the shelter envi onient;

Z. Moisture cordenasation and evaporation is filavite with the con-

vective beet transfer coefficients contont over each boundary

"surface, but variable from boundary to baw0ary.

3. Radiatiwe energy transfer betvao thw tfhe.t*r boudaries is

ra~lected.

1-4
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1.. Shelter exhaust air is at the psychrometric condition of the

shelter atmosphere; and

•. Therma) and physical properties if the air and of the structural

materials are not temperature-dependent.

The SHEP code permits the analysis of an actual shelter with up to 20 different

boundaries, enclosing a vlume which has sensible and latent ener'; •txchange

with the environment external to the shelter.

This user's manual explaias the various features of the SHEP code, presents

the input and output formats, gives representative input data values, and in-

cludes an application of the r de to a typical 3helter structure.

The code is written in FORMN IV specifically for the CDC 3600 computer

system and zonsists of "Approximately 780 cards. It requires a memory bank of

at least 65 k words (each voAd of 48 bits) for the code and the accompar~ing

mtrices.

F7r the = 36W0 and for a problem comparable to the sple problem

presented in the text, the compilation time is approximately 1 sin., 15 sec.

and the execution tiv* approximately 1 sec. for each hour of shelter occupancy.

1-2
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S1CTION 2

-VATUES OF THE PROGRAM

J The shelter model used by the SHEP code is an accurate description of the

actual shelter under analysis because of the methods which have been formulated

1In the code to handle the thermal procesues which affect the shelter environment.

-. TLese processex include:

1. solar radiation,

2 . air conditioning,,

3. moisture evaporation and condensation,

14. time-varying inlet conditions, and

" 5. boundary heat transfer.. _ .

.It has been found Lhat during extreme hot weather, many actual shelters respond

as If they had a~sabatic boundaries. Thus, the code has the ability of analyzing

a shelter with adiatiatic or non-adiabatic bhelter boundaries.

J The complexity of the code has necessitated the printout of diagnostic

"-• error messages. These are included as a safeguurd against usirog illegal

variable values, or exceeding the inhe**ent limits of thot equations comprising
S~ the code.

2.1 6helt)r Boundaries

An actual shelter is bounded by vells, .1o.r and ceiting, conposed of

several different kinds of materialr (e.g., cement, glx-_m, metal, etc.) and

these can be at aWy oriertatlon (eJope and ariauth). In addition, the exterior

J boundary surface W be exposed to various media (e.g., i sil,, etc.).j

Therefore, a "bottary" is defined to a plane or approximately plane curved

I surfzc*•i of the shqlter enclosure consisting of a homogeneous Inner leaer anh

4e5e Ap5;Ofli V:

OUftt*AL ^M~SAMMM "EAWN DOW *O
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successive homogeneous layers exposed to one external medium. If windows are

included in one wall of the shelter and this wall is partially underground,

then this wall consists of three boundaries (see Figure 2-1). A shelter volume

may be defined by up to 20 boundaries. A curvilinear boundary should be con-

sidered plane, with its orientatio. 'haot of the plane tangent to the boundary

at its midpoint (see Appendix E).

An implicit finite-difference approach based upon a one-dimensional node

array is used to compute temperature distribution across a boundary, with each

boundary spanned by up to 40 nodal points. A boundary may consist of up to

5 layers, each having distinct thermal properties and nodal-point spacings.

An air space within a boundary end-a soil media adjacent to a belowgrade

boundary are considered 4-3 layers of the respective boundaries. Shelter tests

have shown that 10 feet from the exterior boundary surface, the soil temperature

is invariant. Thus the soil can be considered as a layer 10 feet thick whose

exterior surface is at the undisturbed soil temperature.

Nodal point spacing in a typical boundary consistdng of 4 layers Is shown

in Figure 2-2. Each layer is divided into slab ixI thick and a nodal point is

placed at the center of each slab. The Innermost end outermost pointm are

Ax /2 from the next inner nodal point and are placed aL the surface of the

laW' (see Appendix C). It should be noted thaw there is a nodal point at

each aurface end st .tach Interface, and that the nodal point unuoberia.g is

continuous.

The nfmer of nodal w)lnts In each layir is

Saer thickness

vhich Includes the node on the in-ier surface of the lb yr. The emtber of

2-2 k
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IIBoundary No. 2 Budr o
Material :#Jla::BudryN,

J ~i. min i Media Aben i

OMLTZR INT&RROR

bourwisfy No. 3
Material: Conterte.
Ldwerio'
Madia Soil

Figure >-- A Typ~cal She1~or Vail Consuistif of Three Doubafries
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nodal points in a wall excluding the outermost point is IRWAX and must be

"1 supplied by the programmer. It is given by
w

layers

and the total number of nodal points is

-up

N M £IAX + 1

2 Spacing between nodal points should vary inversely with conductivity.

Suggested spacing in soil is one-haif to one foot; in structural materials,

one inch.

The nodal point approach to the temperature profile across the boundary

permits an implicit representation of the temperature through the boundary

via the simultaneous linear equations:

sLIT1 ÷ a2T2  I

a21T1 *2T2 a23 T3 b2

a3T * a 33 T 3 b 3

322n2T. 33310- TtI 3- ýaD1"

a T

nalnn- a 1 %r2

obtaine4 by applying en energy btialce ot each of a nodes. The Vs are

the coefficienta s? the teupera~ures at each node and the b's are the heat

storage term, which arte time-dependent. in matrix foar, the eqaation¢

bec [[e.

.3 ~~(A] [T] ~

06 ~: *An*ASCt4 MM~tAftW CO9VW4ol
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These equations may be solved for the nodal temperatures-: I

and the heat transfer through a non-adiabatic boundary due to conduction may
,!

be computed based on the interior boundary surface temperatures. In addition,

for non-adiabatic boundaries, heat loss due to moisture condensation or evapor-

ation on the interior boundary surfaces is computed. The derivations of the

equations for etermining the and. and those for heat trans-

for due to condensation, are given in Appendix C. This implicit procedure does

not have the stability consli:rations associated with the expileit method.

Thus, longer time intervals can be utilized at each finite difference incremeIt.

If the boundaries are considered adiabatic, heat traniftr both through the

boundary and due to condensetion or evaporation on the surface are considered
zero.

2.2 Solar R~adiation

If a surface is exposed to ambient air, it will normally be exposed to

direct, diffuse and/or reflected solai radiation. If the surface is a shelter

boundary, the incident radiation will serve to raise the shelter temperature

in two ways. First, i.,,•dent radiation will be portia~ly ebsorbed by the

boundary, thus raising its cemperature and, in time, the temperaturo of the

abaltor. Second, radiation transmitted through the boundary will be Incident

on Interior surfaces, similarly raising their temperatures erwA that of the

shelttr atmaophere.

S lakes Saveral sliplifying assauptiOgsa in treating the ef*ecta of

solar rediatloh. One of these is that W). reflected radiation, bfth that

which ral.1 onto the shelter surfaces from surroundift objects and that which

2-6



is reflected from the shelter surfaces, is neglected. Also, radiation trans-

mitted through a boundary is considered an instantaneous thermal load inside

the shelter, similar to the lighting and eq.uipment loads.

All calculations involving solar radiation are done using solar time,,

"which differs slightly from Civil Time. The relation may be expressed as

Solar Time Civil Time + Equation of Time +A

Civil Time is that time assigned to a zone covering approximately 15* of

S longitude; it is the same as Standard Time. Since local time actually does

not remain constant within each 15" zone, but varies by four minutes for each

- degree within the zone, a correction factor, A takes this into account.

The Equation of Time is the difference betve-fn mean solar time and apparent

Solar time is computed In the program knowing the time of the start of

occupancy, the longitude of the shelter, and the first day of occupancy.

- Variation of the EquPtion of Time is shown in Figures 2-3 and the values

used In the program are listed in Table I. The daily vslv;4s of the Equation

"of TiAe change slightly from year to year, but the actual values remain within

0.3 mWn. of those listed (see Wrerence 2).

Solar radiation Intensity is computed onto each time Increment &or each

exposed vwel (See Appoidix D.) Although radiation vwil penetrate into a

asurace a certain distmnce before being absorbod, the SD %-ode assaues this

"absorption phenomenon is a sureace effect. Also, even though the transmittance

of tbe tu.nary msterJal imy vary vith Incident tiarlergth, only a total trans-

Dittence velve Is USd in the code.

at.

"""*MAL 1%KUAN S6A^OW4 DOVI%#O
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2.3 Air Conditioning

In a typical air conditioning unit, warm air passes over cooling coils,

thereby lowering its dry-bulb temperature through convective hat exchange

and lowering its moisture content through condensation. ýeo temperature of

the coils is not constant, but varies c• a function of load. Typically, •U.

the air passing through the air conditioner does not experi.nce these heat and

mass transfer processes due to flow turbulence.

The method the SP code utilizes -,. calculate the air conditioning load

assumes that the temperature of the coils and the percentage of air unaffected

by pas3ing through the unit do not vary with the cooling load. An "effective

coil surface temperature" Js assumed as the design temperature of the coils;

and a "coil bypiis factorn is the desig .value of the percentage of air un- )
affected by the cooling units. If these two paramters are both ossied con-

stant., the air conditioning performance of an actual unit can be estimated

reasonably voelJ. See Appendix F, vhich is based upon Reference 3.

A typical sir conditioning system for a shelter say be represented by

the schematic diagram of Figure 2-4; the various psychrometric states of t0-

air In the system are Indicated in the accomp•uying psychrometric chart.

Note that "return air typass" refers to air not passing through ar cnd.1tion-

Ing unit; "coil bypass factor" is a characteristic of the unlt itself. Ontsi

air at state point I enters the system and is adiabatlcal•y m•xd with raturn

air at the shelter condition# 3, to creatoe state point 2. A portion of thii

air passes through the air cond~tionig unIt, exiting with a lcver dry-bulb

teaprntiwe wW a low hosidty ratio, state Point 3., and is then adlabetioak

mixed with the uoconALtloned air to 11wa state point 4. Air at this cofiditi

Is the Inlet air to the aholter whIch Is thcend to cvpste the new shelter

Condition $5'.

2-10
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The ventilation rates of outside ait'entering the system, of air passingjthrough the air conditioning unit, and of air entering the shelter must all

be sapecified by the code user. Therefore, the mixing processes can be altered,

or even eliminated, by varying the various ventilation r.q'es. --

Air ronditioning removes both sensible and latent energy. This energy

removal, &q. Is g.ven by ..

p fg| AQ a cpdIAThfgdaAw

' • where

eC a specific heat of airqw 0.24 Btu/lb -F

-- mass flow rate of dry air through the air conditioning

S"unit, lb/hr

& AT = temperature diferehce across the unit, *F

* hf a heat of condensation of water vapor, Btu/lb water

&W - ýumidity ratio difference across the unit, lb water/lb dry air

"* *2.4 Moisture Condensation

SWherever the vapor pressure at the interior surface of a boundary is

lover than the vapor pressure of the shelter atmosphere, moisture will migrate

to and corndens* on the surface, thereby removing energy from the shelter envir-

onmsent. If, at another time, the vapor pressure at the boundary surface is

higher 'ian t'c vapor pressure of the shelter air, the process will be reversed

and condepsed voter on the surfs". will re-evaporate an" grate into the

shelter attcs;here.

If sufTicient solsture coadenses, it vill r-n down tke valls and accwmnu

-Ate on th4 floor of the shelter. Sinoce the SIP.P code asauq that condensation

occu-in In 4w e *en 111A on an Interior surface, the effect of ,rav'ty Is

"2-11
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In the code, the vapor pressure at the b undary surface is astumed to be

the saturation pressure of water vapor at the temperature of the boundary

surface. Values of saturation pressures as a function of dry-bulb temperature

(see Table II) are a part of the standard input data. Only the range of tem-

peratures from 50"F to 120"F ale considered, since metabolic relations used in

the SHEP code are invalid outside of this range.
-I

2.5 Metabolic Loads

The metabolic expressions of Houghten *are adopted in this study since they

reflect effects of relative humidity in Yhe shelter. They are given by

"qsensible "O'06875(Tdb + 1.625(Tdb) + 523.0 for Tdb > 50"F

142(ET + -1. 

for 50"F < ET <870F

qta -1-.508 (ET) 259.7 (ET) - 10795.2 for 87°F < ET < 102"F

0.0 (assumed) for ET > 1020F

vith Qlatent Qtotal - qsensible' assuminn that the body is ir. therlre! eju]lib-

rium with the .shelter envlronment, and hence, neglecting the heat storage term.

2.6 Auxlis._ .- Load.s

Lightint and equipment loads are Introdaed as inputs and may be tine-

"varyine (on ;r, hourly basis).

2.7 vojulncInet Cmitions

The psycroetric condition of the shelter atmosphere and ot the entering

ventilation Cr are considered by tUqe code as a fbiction of dry-bulb tamperoture

and relative h•,Udlty.

CertaS.r factors which affect the AL.4lter *tLoaphere norrally vcry with

time; &a. en. t-emperatiare and relative kunidlty are chief smone these. Other

:I- xy ch"seo urin.C Div

W-erpcr:.p,• refer to relarences, p. 7-1.
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TABE II

SATURATION PRESSURE, P 8, AS A FUNC~TIONI

OF DRY-BULB TEMPEATURE, Tdb

Tde ps'" Tdb PS Tdb PS 'PS Tdb pS

50 25.648 64 42.494 78 68.357 92 107.021 106 163.368

51 26.620 05 144.oo6 79 70.646 93 110.390 107 168.235

52 27.6-,d 0 45.562 80 72.994 94 113.846 108 173.218

53 28.656 67 47.174 81 75.413 95 117.403 109 178.330

54 ,29.724 68 48.816 82 77.904 96 121.O61 110 183.571

55 30.830 69 50.530 83 30.467 97 124.819 ill 188.942

56 31.968 70 52.286 84 83.102 98 128.664 12 194.458

57 33.149 71 54.086 85 85.810 99 132.624 113 200.1 02

58 34-.35 72 55.958 86 88.589 100 136.685 114 205.891

59 35.611 73 57.873 87 91.454 101 14o.846 115 211.809

60 36.90- 74 59.8146 88 94.406 10 1145.1,23 116 217.672

61 38.232 75 61.891 a9 97.-30 103 119.5C1 117 2214.10"1

62 39.6i0 76 63-9119 90 100.541 1o4 154.008 118 ;30.4J16

63 141,.LO 77 66,139 91 103,738 105 158.630 1,19 237,010

1o0 243.706

.3/f 2 t,: Th/rL

"g-' N VU Ar.•,lt 3Lt,,.H •''
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1. the number of occupAnts,

2. the ventilation rate, And"

3. the lighting and equipment loads.

In the code, these factors may have different values for each hour of occupancy.

"2.8 Error Messages

Since many of the relations used in SHEP are valid only over nertain ranges,

limits have been placed on the values of certain input data and of certain com-

puted variables. If these limits are exceeded, diagnostic error messeaes are

printed, statine wIat variable is in error and vhat value it has at the time

it exceeded its limit. If an input variable has an illegal value, this will be

indicated and the run will ter~mnate;-if a computed variable to invalid, this

fact will be printed and the run will continue. A third type of diagnostic

message is generated through machine error; 1'or instance, if an Index has over-

_ run its bound.

"A list oe the error messages is indicated in Table III. These error

messaecs are _.ncorporated into thc SHEP code and are In addition to the con.-

pilation and e:ecuL.on di-•rnostic routines of the machine.

2.9 1*t'.cr,-.1.Pon of Shelter r-Pulb Tem~rl% 'ure

All ticr. ii loais and c-thalpiet arc computed at the beeinirne of a tme

•lnýrten*. bael ;on an estivate of what the shelter dry-b;b temiirature will

be. Then Ov nct, a:ount of enerev aided to the shelter syste during that

1lr~c~.. Is cilculuted. With this value, t•he shelter dry-bulb ter.perature

can be c¢ipwc- by equation P0 of Appendix A. Since the shelter dry-bulb

tepor&'-;re ef the mnrertnt 1z Initially estimated to be that or t.e last

~~r<:t-9 ,. ".ere'Acrv pro-zeuro- it uzezt L.Ž per4St eo~h calzulatei Les'tzratorp



4.

TABLE III

ERROR MESSAGES

1. Input Variables Illegal

A. "Inclination Angle XI (_) is . This value must be 90" or less."

B. "The latitude of the shelter is greater than the program can beadle

for this day of the year."

2. Calculated Variables Illegal

A. "R during hour __ is * which is less than 1.0. Therefore, the

latent metabolic energy has been reduced."

B. "Shelter effective temperature during hour is which exceeds

the limits on the retabolic relations."

C. "Shelter dry-bulb temperature during hour is __ which exceeds

the limits on the metabolic relations."

D. "The relative humidity in the shelter has exceeded saturation."

3. Procedural Errors

A. "The limits on laymax or nmax of wall have been exceeded."

4. "The number of shelter boundaries, NW., has been exceeded."

C. "The numb'.:r of Iterations for an incremer t has exceeded the value

D. "The nuber or increments In an hour exceeds the value of IDATA(5)."

E. "The hour nwmbers ore not indexIng properly."

F. "The hour r-umber has exceeded the lengLh of occupancy."
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to be used as a new estimate to compute a more accurate shelter dry-bulb

.1 temperature.

The number of iterations for each increment is a function of the accuracy

of the initial estimate. If the dry-bulb temperatures computed on two succes-

sive iterations are less than 1'F apart, the last temperature computed is

assumed to be the value for the increment and the iteration procedure is cur-

tailed. Otherwise, the procedure is continued until the number of iterations

.3 reaches the value of IDATA(3), (see Section 3).

2.10 Determination of Shelter Effective Temperature

3• After the shelter dry-bulb temperature for aD increment has beer computed,

wet-bulb temperature is determined via the Carrier equation (equation 41 of

iAppendix A). Using a linear approi:imation to the nomogram 3f Reference 4, the

effective temperature is calculpted from:

107.5 Tdb - 45.2 Twb f 45"T < Tdb F < <110F

1 Tdb - Twb + 62.3 30f < ll1 F3 30°F~~ < wb-<II*

w hnere Tdb r ary-bulb temperature, *F

"- Tyb - wet-bulb temperature, *F

The psychrometric condition of the shelter atmosphere at the beginning of

the next increment is then set equal to that at the end of the last increment

nd calculetions for the next increment are beew'. When one hour's calcu-

l6tioois have been completed, the values for the last ince.-ont of t4he hour are

printed out as the conditions at the ed of the hoatr.
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4.

SECTION 3

INPUT DATA

Input data consist of physical constants, hourly occupancy constants,

geomet:'icai and thermal characteristics of the shelter, and initial conditions.

The input variables and their definitions are gi-en below; where units are not

indicated, tthe value is dimensionless.

AMAT -Latitude of the shelter, degrees. The limits on the range of
ALAT are a function of the time of the year, see Figure 3-1.

AIAAG -Longitude of the shelter, degrees. Only values in thM rage
0* to 180* W are allowed.

ALT -Altitude of the shelter, feet.I2
AREA(J) -Area of boundary -J, ft 2 . _

ASOIL(J) -Control constant determining the media exterior to the outer
surface of boundary A.

'-1 ambient air-

ASOIL(j) 0 inte."or air

Z(j) -Alm~uLh angle of boundary '. AZ(j) is neao.ired In a clockwise
direction from north to the cou~ward-pointing normal to the

* bou.ndary. Values between 0" and 360 are art rmitted. For a
boundary facing east, A7.(J) - )0; if it faces west,, Z(J)
"270%.

-CcolinS coil bypass factur of the air conditioning unit. It is

defined as t.•-
t -
"d -

where t. - air temperature leeving the coil, V7

t coil effecttve surface temperstule, "I
(TCOIL)

t air terperaLure ent.erin the coi1, "Y

The asuee•te' VW'e Is Q.)5.
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CPMIN -Total ventilation rate through air conditioner, cfm.

3 C(t(khJ) -Thermal conductivity of material of layer k of boundary J.
Btu/hr-ft-"F.

CP(kj) -Specific heat of material of layer k of boundary J, Btu/lb-OP.

D -Day number of the start of occupancy. Values in the range of 1-365 are3 Alowed, e.g., for Jenuary 1, D = 1.

DP(k,J) -Thickness of ~layer k of boundary J, feet.

Dr -Time increment of shelter history used in finite-difference
equations, hrs. 0.00 < DTL < 0.500 hours,, DT a 0.167 Is
suggested.

DX(kJ) -Nodal point spacing of layer k of boundary J, feet.

EQTIM(i) -Equation of Tinw for day i, hours. See Table I.

Fl -Tote. ',entilation rate entering shelter, cfm.

V2 -Total ventilation rate of outside air entering shelter system, cfm.

"GG -Equivaient inteoior lenetU" or shelter, fee". Equivalent dimensions
S~are those of" a parillelepiped approximating the shelter under

analysl x.

RH -Equivalent Interior height of shelter, feet.

RIO) o.Interior Film heat tronifer coe.flcient of boundary J,
"R1tu/hr-ft -*F.

HO(W) -Exterior film heat transfer coefficient of bou.•ary 3,
-tu/hr-ft 2P-F

)w -Tot,*! number of continuous hours oo shelter occupancy.

1DATA(l) -Sets initial boundary temperaturesJI - all boudAery nodes haey OittereraL

IMA TA) temp a e tu " *)0 -all boundary .wda have mea

iIMTA(%2) -R~eference constant; IDATA(2) *0 's suCaeLed.

IMTA(3) - of Iteeations for cv~putft~n Incr ntal shelter dr.y-bulb
teiopersture. IMAA3) e k'to sumeste.

IMTAQh) -Xw..-er Ahseiters to t* *tanalyra In the c4.-tukvrunn.
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-*TA(5) -1 hour/DT, rounded to the nearest integer.

IDATA(6) -Sets type of boundary.

IOTAi) { - for all non-adiabatic boundaries
0 - for all adiabatic boundrrLes

IDATA(7) -Det••mines preser.'e ot sir conditioning.
IATA(7) noair cendLtioning

air conditioning is present

IDATA(8) -Reference constant, ITATA(8) - 0 is suggested.

IDATA(9) -Reference constant, 1lATA(OC) - 0 is suggested.

IDATA(1O) -Sets atmospheric condition for solar radiation.

) - for clear atmosphere
7A(I) I4.- for industrial atmosphere

I-ArA(Il) -Establishes fornlat of printout.
IDATA(11) = ;Standa~rd output format- Only Maxiat, minimur and average

temperatures 'ire printed

IDATA(12) -Establishes variab'U"ty of occupancy values.
0 P, Fl, CFKIN1, QVTE, QMUIP change f-r eat' hour.

IDATA12) -f These variables are held constant r•or eiM.ire

1. occupancy.

ILATA(13) -EsLablIahes variability of inlet values.

"- nlet conditions held constaný for ontireIDATA(13)occur~ncy
I-(3) hee variables char.&e for scary hour of

11 % cu parwq .I
iWr(O) -Hour lirtsi of the Interv.la for vhich average teperartvrea irt

dosirtd, for aversae dry-bulb tamperskares froa hour nunbcr 3

to hour nixbor 9 of occup.1n-y,, then 1WIT(l) -3, IVT(2) a9. INTin),Ivherv a is an cv4d intteer, I < a < 59 detemines the start of &A
anterval; andt WT('l) delaer#.nes-the end of the Interval.

LA'(MAX(j) -Kwaier of IaYers In %At.nary J. joil kck of a bowkedry or aI
air spece vithin a boudary Is c osnsrord a layer of %-c bouiar-y.
Val.. muct be 5 or less.

LST(I) -Local St.ndard TI" rA bvrinnice of occuorcyi defined In tera•s
of amiii 'ary U100 i`-23 hrs).

3Ai



IMX(J) Number of nodal pointd in boundary J. If a boundry is soil-
backed, the nodal points extend into and through the soil, up
to a suggested dista--ne of 20 feet. Integrel values up to 39
are permitted. The outermost nodal point is not included in
this value.

NOINT Ifumber of time intervalm for which average temperatures aredesired, NOINT < 30.

NW Number of boundaries in the shelter, HW < 20.
ro

P - Number of occupants.

PBAT(n) - Saturation pressure of water vapor at n F, lb/ft 2 .
See Table II.

•qsqUIP Sensible heat load due to mechanical and/or electrical equipment
- (excludin8 lighting), Btu/hr.

QLITE Sensible heat load due to lighting, Btu/hr.

ROW(kJ) Density of mterialof layerk of boundary J, lb/ft 3 .

K1( - Relative humidity of inlet air at beginning of occupancy.

R12 Relative humiJity of inlet air at end of each hour of occupancy.

R2 Relative humidity in shelter at beginning of occupancy.

TAl Dry-bulb temperature of air extez or to shelter structure at
beginnirne of occ%ýpancy, F.

TA2 Dry-bulb temperature of air exterior to shelter struc,.':re at
end of each. hour of occupancy, P.

"TCO!L .- trective ctil temperature of air conditionirw unit, 'F.
Swatted value Is 5WF vPh WCOIL 0.00921 O'b water/lb dry air.

TDII . Dry-bulb teaperature -f inlet air at the beginneng of occupancy, *F.

-1• Dry-bu•b teeperature -fr !let air at end of 4ach hokur of occuponcy,
OF.

TM Initial shelter dry-bulb tespeaure,-*F.

TVV(I} - litial shelter wfective tempetature, *F.

TO - initial tevperature of each boundary n.Al point, oF.

- 2Al rodatien tri.ttanve o. Vndfrh7 j

T501 ~ LQ, 'eperatu-e of 3utertost tx4&1 p~otit vct%.-'n coiihierity. a $-Al-

t~cked b'-Nd-ary J, *F.
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4.

TWB(i) -In!.tial shelter wet-bulb temperature, "F.

W -Equivalent interior width of chelter, feet.

WCOIL -Hwt-0idity ratio nt saturation correspondins to TCOIL,
lb moisture/lb dry air. Su•geste. value Is 0.00921 for
TCOIL = 556F.

XI(j) -Inclination anele of boundary J, measured from the vertical,
deerees. Values between 06 and 900 are allowed. For a
vertical bounda:y, XT(j) = 00.

Limitations on Inout Values

Since relations exist between certain inputs, changing one necessitates

adjusting reiated values. These related input values are:

I. If the time increment lDT is varied, adjust IDATA(5), since IDATA(5)

I hour/IDT, rounded to Ae nearest integer.

2. For the W4 boundaries, the boundary properties of AREA(J), ASOIL(J),

AZ(J), 1I(j), HO(j), LAYVAX(i), i.MAX(j) must correspond.

3. If the num•ber of layers, LAYMAX(.J), .s changed, then layer projerties

must be added or deleted: CON, CP, DP, 1, ROW.

4. Equivalent dimCnsions CG, MI, W must correspond to the AYA(,J) values.

5. Vre hour linits on the tnter'tt for vhe-h everale te.-.-...eraturex are

desired, INT(r.), must not -xceed the length of occupancy, HRS.

6. The values of E(DP J)/DX(j)) # I must equal M-.AX for each bou.ndery.

Y. In•tiol values af dr;-bulb, vot'butb, and effectlve t.emperature and

8 vrt cres-A t TCIIL, fc+ the air %Lnlt.

It. Js t,ývioun Utet the wvrv -cf th.- 1*ta del:k is quite large; It Is of

W--tt 14ro-ne -V thts orer.t' vf the %6alt e 4ck, on 5:41ltc In FI~w-e 3-2s
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4 O

oil~ $'os 1 .1 !! Nos3 amu i

.J fA /1 • R W .. P. ... l

3Jj~IiJ.~ IDATA (all 13 element's)

.J1t 111 11111 tI I tII I IIIII M l tilill l ltlugl1l tlll ll 1111111 llg l 11111 I

PSAT(I) (71 CAMu~)

-~ i l~l li iiili 1111111 lI~ii~ilJlil•iii 111 uuiii ilii iiiiliNilNil

2I

RIT ~r r) (365 CARvIS)

A* me?.W. F ,iueSriSUUSSSSBOSSSISSiUSSSSSITE SSISIQUIPI

t11111111 tilt 1111111 ,1111111111 11t it 11111 I

* Iot~c: Tht sequornce of inpiut cards ý-6-7-8 is reJpcr~ted for each :.wondmry
In sIcces;4ln; I.e.# for J from I tO 13V.

* 1tc: Itput cimrd 6 is included lo the v ;4.mace for bound-ry J7 only If
AsotL(j) < 0.0.

~f~re 3-7 ep k;V
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12 littleii. Itll lil tttlitt tt lt lill Olitlitl ltlilii
I I 1 o I OW 404 0o 4 040 Dnitt llf45XD lililq0awllllllltlllllllil 064 31 Rt36

/ TOu ,,u•• 
, n -

10

11o1111111111111111 7 1 1t',ii lilt •1 ,41 io 01oit"ilili, tltlitm 1lotilt 110111111 • llill

CFMIN 0 WCCTL $IEF 72 R2~

we do

D? DX Cal Rai CP

/(K,) (K, J I(K,J) (Icj) (,*J ) -. J

tilet

*See N~ote on prcccdine Mae.
. Iotvo: Inpuat. card 7 i included In the seqnceiii only if ASOIL(J) < 0.0

anm X1(j) < 90.0.
Note: Iniut card e Is reptattd for each layer of bidary J. i.e., for

X frw. I to IAYtWA(J) for bouadmry J.
Note: Input~ card 10 1s Included only for those bounch.-ires for vhich

A.5-0UJ() > 0.0.
N~ote: Injrat card 11 is Includrpd once if HWIA(l) -; . If IDATm(l) -

card 11. must, be repeated for each nodJ. point or each bounda,-y, in
succes.-Iot; 1.e., for K trrv I. to IAYIX(J) for each J freia I to WN.

CFi C uTL ' -2 (Cntd Inpu rat rcr
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1 "

.0 0 21,1 000 " 040O

;;;I I ;o I I'M I s1 I i ,"IIINN N~ I, •, Im~l l U I m I U I ~II,,1,11177 ,17,7 7011111111 11, 7 7 ,,16 ,111 U N I t IN

15 Fl CFKIN QW-TE IqMUI I

1 I I I | |I IIll 7 Ii ll Ot 11, 211 III- It"'I I m it It i n11 i *1 til II tilt 1ll itil IMM77"

SItItIe l it card11 13 is Intl udied on11liifi t ll lltNT> , and1 IsrepetIlted 1 for
IttItIit I11111111 illlltiillltllmliii 111lili lltltliIillitt itll liililt Itt llllll

each lcmer aizd upper hour niw'Nr for each Interval In suiccession;
I.e., for I fr 1 to 2 * (WINow).

44 RCote: lq,,tt cardl 15 is Included 004- If ID&TA(1.2) < 0j, arAid s repeated
for eac~h hotr of occu*ncy after the frust; jCt,, for hour nufb'2rs
irm- 2 to !RS.

R4 ote: lrj!-t card 16 Is Included only It IDATA(13) < 0, end Is repeated
.- for each h'ur of occupancy afte. th. first; Ie., for hour m-.rs

frm- 2 to WII.
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indicated in the fijure. Since data may be placed only in specific fields

on each data card, the easiest methol of keeping the data deck ordered is

to punch an appropriate identif'er anyvhere outside of the specified fields.

Values for the matrices KTIM and PSAT -.sy be found in Tables I and II.

The EQTIM values are those for the year 1958, and ma. be considered those for

any year in this century. Values of the saturation pressure as a function of

dry-bulb temperature are introduced as a table with a linear interpolation

scheme included in the ?rogram. These two inputs comprise the first 436 cards

of a standa•rd data deck.

If the program is used to analyze an actual shelter under actual weather

conditions, hourly ambient temperature and relutive humidity values are

required. Soil temperatures may be considered constant over a two-week

occupancy period.

Varlou• time increments (DT) were tested by the authors to determine a

compromise between accuracy of computation and length of computation. It

has been ftmd that a time increment o0 ten minutes (0.3067 hr) produces

results wv!'bh arc, on the average, within 0.3"F of the results calculated

usirt -..- utc increments. The computation time is also decreased by

approixla'ey ta3', See i'rure 3-3.

It Shotld be not(,4 that Ititteer data values must be right-hand Juatified

within thet- re.,ect,.'e fields; if this I.: nrv the cast# the .achine will placc

vcrc,* Ir- ,oe field ti the ri,-ht. of the rS•ht-m.-t not-rero digit.
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scTIOon 4

HOW TO USE SFTP

4.1 The fo-rst step in the analysis of a shelter is to describe the shelter

with all of its necessary characteristics. Answer these questions on a

form sheet such as that of Figure 4-1.

1. Where is the shelter located? (ALT, ALIT, ALONG).

S2. Whrt to the shelter geometry? How many separate "walls"?

(NW, CG, hI, W).

3. How many occupants will be in the shelter and wii. this number

change during the period of occupancy? (P).

4. What is the total ventilation airflow catering shelter and will

* it. change with time? (Fl).

5. What is the lighting and equipment load and is it constant?

• ~(W.E, U'quip P)

6. How iong is the period of occupancy and when does it start

(day of the year and time of day)? (D, H1S, I.ST(l)).

7. For eazh boundary, w~hat are the values of the:

A. Ares? (APEA).

"B. tNumber of layers and nurber of nodal points? (LAtYMAX, WAx).

C. Interlor and exterior fi*& he~t transfer coefficients?

(111, HO).

D. C~xntrol number for the wall btcking? (ASOIL).

E. Solar ra•itaton tran=1ttence? (ThA,43).

F. Inc.*nation and &a-I-vuth *r.,Ies? (XI, A?).

•, For eoh liaer of ea=, oundary, what are the vaiu.: of the:

A.t
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1

C. Thermal Conductivity? tCON).

"" D. Density? (ROW).

E. Specific Heat? (cP).

4 9. If air conditicning is involved, what air flow is going through the

1 cooler (CFMIN); what is the effective surface coil temperature (TCOIL)
4

and the humidity rai~o corresponding to this depoint temperature

(WCOIL); what is the byiass factor (3F)? What is the amount of

outs!ie air entering the system (F12)?

10. Whet P.re the Initial conditions irsiae the shelter? (TD2, R2, TWB(1),

TYP(L). What are the initial wall terperatures? (TO).

11. What are the soil temperatures araund tne shclter? (TSOIL).

12. For comlutational- purposes: _

A. How many interVals afe tnere ror which avFef-a7e temperatures

, are required, and what are their hour limits? (NOIf,,T, INT).

-. What time increment should shelter temperatures be caleculatd

on? (i).

13. Wbat are the hourly values of inlet te;z.perature and relative humidity

duri .cCuIar.zy? (TA,', 1fTD2, V). MAt are the values of u

, ¢ar~a&les (.•, 7;, 2•!X QE..X',IE Q•UIPj.

"4.2 After the diO. is dett.#-intd, tptlt'ýz inthe p:o9raev-t be detcid(•

upon. Will the alys{ i .. :

1. Initially isotherrAL b%;,rdariW;•A (A.,)).

3. Air c- to (IV'A(7).

Ua. Prlnt^" ol U to or l-';r1; valucal WTI'.AC11).

-:t



5. Constent or time-varying Ucupancy variables? (IDATA(12)).

6. Constant or time-varying inlet conditions? (IDATA(13)).

4.3 Once the data has been determine4¶ and the options have been chosen,

initial conditions in the shelter system must be set. Four quantities must

be given to specify the shelter atmosphere: dry-bulb, wet-bulb and effective

temperatures, and the relative humidity. It is mandatory that these values

correspond to each other.

Initial well temperatures Should approximate the initial strelter dry-

bulb temperature within a few degrees. While stability of solution is not

a problem in the code, initial conditions should be fairly accurate so that

the number of calculations required to eliminate the errors introduced by

the incorrect estimate of the shelter and boundary temperatures is miniLrized.

4.4 After all values necessary for an analysis have been determined, the

code user it ready to create the data deck. The format of each data card

and the order of the cards is indicated in ?igure 3-2. Of course, the order

of the deck is of major importance and an identification on each data card

will Lelp keep It in its correct position.

4.5 "he SHi1P coit is written tn YORTRAN IV specifically for the CM 3600

computer syctc and, therefore, utilizes certain libra,- funzticns. These

Inc I ude:

____m Defin!ition

Aic(X) Absolu:.,., valut of X

ATAR (X) Arc'.-et X radianu

COAq(X) Cosine X r eduin s

cx P(x), Irm(x) e to the x o-cr

311i(x) Sine X radia•.s

sýr(x) Square root of X



If the code is re-written for another computer system, these library

J functions, or their equivalents, must be supplied.

4.6 If the values of certain input data and certain computed variables exceed

specified ranges, error messages will appear in the output as per Table III,

-1* p. 2-16.
U

The SHEP code requires two memory banks (o, locations) for the code and

S the accompanying matrices; in fact, the AINV matrix, which contains the inverted

S matrices of the temperature coefficients in the boundary heat-transfer equations,

fills one bank (76,400 out of 77,777 (octal) words). Thus, a BANK statement

is another requirement. There are only two computer systems other than the

3600 that have this amount of storage known to the authors at the time of this

writing; they are the CDC 6600 and the UNIVAC 1108. Althouph several smaller

computers can be adapted and enlarged, this requires special facilities.

Therefore, in terms of storage requirementsj the SHEP code can be run on any

of these three computing systems.



SECTION 5

SINTERPRETATIOh OF OUTPUT

The output of the SHEP program is a tabulation of the instantaneous val'ies

of the thermal loads affecting the shelter and the shelter psychrometric con-

- dition for the last increment of each hour" of occupancy, see Figure 5-1. It

- must be remembered that these values are instantaneous and, while they reflect

trends in the shelter system, interpolation between hourly values may be invalid.

"Also, hourly thermal loads determine the resultant she.ter temperature, not vice

versa. The 3600 computer system printer includes a procedure for rounding output

to the for-nat specified. Thus, the thermal loads are rounded in value to the

nearest integer.

"The air conditioning, boundary and condensation heat loads, when positive,

"represernt enerey lost fron the shelter system; all other positive loads are

energy additions. In the S11P code, the assumptions associated with the cal-

nulations of the air *onditioning, moisture :ondcnzaLion, and transmitted solar

. rat'iation loads Cencrally lead to conservative estimates of these loads.

""taximur,: and minimtr• shelter temperatures and the hours of their occurrence

are Indicated. Average terperature are ec.iputed for the entire occupan,'y

period, for eazh full day of occupoticy, and for specific intervals determined

- by the c(odc uszr.

G¶'tZA.I#*,A S5 lo'I



NOM~INAL OCCUPANT ACTIVITY LEVEL 430 BTO/NA -OCCUPANT

VALM' AVE FOR LAST TIPE INCREMENT Of EACH H4OUR

LOADS (STU/KRI

VITRANS. METABOLIC P~ETASCLICrjNE KOATE gal i~r ET AM~ONG[ NUft9RT CONDSM. $CLAM SENSIBLE LATENT LICI4T!WU fOUIP447N40 .Cr11/ OxfU DE. DE%;
0CC IF ......

-. - - 1 5. 71, 7.' i. 2'O'2 -614 4 281517 126522 6250 . 502 0.t~ 72.1 70.4 71.4 243A2A -351'3 a S 2862o6 120565 6250 500
...... 15.o 71.4 7g.4 71.0 211179 -7494 0 0 261360 12.670 6250 .. 3....0so.4 i5.C 72.1 70.5 71.4 -23"0)9 -44255 a 0 290442 114649 6250 50

.. .S5-c 71.3 70.1 7C.0 20f,11 -4419 0 * 26g9"3 &27302 6252 -..50401
6 15.0 72.' 70.5 7x.C, 21''?' -471t7 1 4 291142 1186113 6250 5a0*

_56 71.1 70.1 70.7 20oý81 3941 1 276501 1.210103 6250 - 906 ISC 71.0 70.4 71.2 24939' -10241 9 0 26'033 125346 6250 U1111
.9..15-0 72.3 70.5 71.5 26605S -22296 0 6 265035 123416 .6250 . SOU0...1S 15.0 72.4 7g. 71.6 U03130 5697 6 5 278060 12"512 6250 Soto0

-IL.11 .15.0 72.6 71.7 72.2 29315' 222667 9 S 273733 132665 6250 Soso00.-
12 16.1 74.5 72.4 

7
3-g 321451 343S6 5 6 276017 135446 6250 Seca

74.0..5. 7 2-4 73.3 3e3'.e5 35375 -3934 2 27O655 135306 6250 __seesn14 15.0 74.0 72.0 73.1 3223!n, 52929 -11492 0 264C69 1394S6 6250 50001S..5C 74.7 72.4 73.6 334t7Z 567 a ~~ . 0 265056 140355 6250 - .5909.. 16 IS., 74.7 72.4 73.6 U099~ 6.1201 4666 6 255239 146342 6250 Soto
.-----17ý ..1 74.5 72.1 73.5 3275;9 .59915 1 0 264290 140971. . 6250 . J__ Bj

15 1S.7 4 72.3 73- 3295;5 7379g S 6 260165 24416,9 6250 S00
IS -.i... 11 74.4 02. 735 390 62 267097 136606 6250 . 1.2g 15.7, 73-1 72-7 72.7 30210 36330 17641 6 27031.5 135463 6250 SosoI, _7--1.._15.v 72. ýj.? 72.a 2!-1.73 904g -.456 S 277020 129616 6250 .. 1... 000.

22 15.:. 72.6 77.0 72.4 2591051 16306 0 S 276602 120757 6250 Sa0o0
- .23...57 234-~7. 5:0- i1@ . 0 . C 262276 125301 . 6250.9,.

24 15..ý 71,9 71.2 71.6 247122 -6569 0 6 261129 126301 6250 slog

NIRS. f)Q1-;VL9 TEMP. 01,011.4 OCCUPANCY . 71.1 AT 7 HOURS AFTER SEGINN14S Or OCCUPANCY------------

MAX. i"ETSULb TEXP. DURING OCCUP&INCY . 72.' AT 16 HOURS AFTER BESIANNI Or OCCUPANCY

1W E.dT-44JLS TE'4P. OtiRINS5 OCeiUiANvCi 70.1 AT 5 HOURS AFTER 9ESIN1~N%G or OCCUPANCY

--------------- AS E';ECTIVE T0,mp. DURI,.4 OCCUPANCy- 73.6 AT 16 HOURS AFTER BE21MMING Or OCCUPANiCY ------------------
. . . . .....................................................................................................

AIRS EVFEZ1VE TEMP. DUIN OCCUPANCY 10.7 AT 7 HOURS AFTER gtClhNINSh OF OCCUPAN~CY

......... .. .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . .

........

~.............. ..... ... .. .. ... .. ...............

-------- . .....---..----... .... .... ...................

.. . . . .. . .. 7Y9. 9 AIUE VALUCS ------------

.............. F~fA Eo.T1E Dt*R'AIQX OFCCUA.!CT___ Pat ..~ CT -----------
72.6 -71.4 5a.2

Fop EACH4 DAY or OCCUPAN.CY
. ..... OAT 1 72.6 7',.4 22.2 ------

-------------- F~k SPECIFIC 10,17ERVAL5- -. . HR',---- ----
3- 6 71.t 70.4 71.2

- . .. 1 - 15 23.3 71.7 12.6 .~

- 15- 24 73.S 72.t 72.1
---- ....... 12- 1s 74.2 72. 3 73.)........

Figure- 5-11 Typical Output. ofs~ Ccd-L-

5-2
t,
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SECTION 6

* SAMPLE PROBLDE

To illustrate the use of the SHEP code, a shelter defined by the values

listed in Table IV is considered. A sketch of the sample shelter is shown

- in Figure 601; the rectangular shelter area is in the basement of a multi-

- story building. It is defined by eight opaque boundaries, four of which are

"- multi-layered; three are soil-oacked, two boundaries are exposed to ambient

air, and the remaining three are exposed to interior spaces. See Figures

2-1 and 2-2. Occupancy is limited to 1000 persons for 24 hours at a constant

. ventilation rate of 15 cfm/occupant. The air conditioning system is acsumed

to be operating during occupancy with a instant airflow rate of 8 cfm-occupant

and the shelter lighting and equipment add a constant thermal load of 11,250

Btu/hr. The weather affecting the shelter is that which occurred at Montgomery,

Alabama during 1 August, 1963.

The output of this shelter analysis is sho.•n ir Figure 501. It can be

seen that the shelter temperatures vary in a diurnal cycle, as wvuld be

expected; they are lowcet in the ear.y norming and are hiehest in the late

afternmocn. Air conditioring also can be seen to vary direý:tly with the

- shelter terperature. In the cooler hours of the day, i.e., from 10 FI to

"9 AM, the shelter bouiiaries are *rar-ner than the shelter atmosphere, and

evere, is trinsferred from the b:undaries to the shelter air as 0 indicated

by the eAjtA•.ve 3j(:0 ,-n the biunlary heat losses fir these hours. Miring

the other hours of the day, the shelter is varee' tharn the baundarei &ndH.

* energy lm'eA the shelter.

If the vhlue c', covvln •, r•n h.e lot " is n•atli-ve, this C•rrr,• t,

. . :r, th? vl '*s,- ri anA o` e-rrt

CN I A L A...~.*
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the shelter temperature. PRsitive value of che condensation heat load indicates

moisture is condensing on the shelter boundarJeo and energy is being removed

from the shelter air. There is a check in the code to prevent the amount of

re-evaporated moisture from exceeding the amount previously condensed.

Metabolic loads are predicted, using the relations developed by Hougkhten(5),

based on both the s',elter dry-bulb and effective temperatures. Since these vary

by onily a few degrees during occupancy) the tct-al metabolic load for each hour

is approximately constant,

Ort-gMnAL AMCICiR~AV 1MVICAflCM ." ~ )
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9 ~AFPEWIXl A

The study of the interrelatiozships among veni;lation rate, themai

Jload, and boundory losses in the shelter is based en the assumion that

the shelter atmosphere may be represented by one psychrometrtc condition.

JA shelter model that wll take into account the therial effects of solar

radiation, air-conditioning, moisture condiensation and re-evaporation,

and boundary losses in developed according to the fcloWing asumptlons:

1 1) the air within the shelter is completely and instantaneou~ly mixed;

2) the film heat tranmier coefficients are constant for any one

1 ~boundary !urfe.ce; -

3) the radiative energy transfer within Ithe shelter can bt jaeglected;

4 4) the condition of the air exhausted from tne shelter is the con-

dition of the shelter atmosphere;

S5) the thermal and phyeical properties of the structural materialu

end of cir are not temperature-dependent;

6) the incident solar tadiation 1i absorbed on th* out~er surface of the

3 boundaries -M1 a'epears as coduccte energy or is transmitted into

the shelter and is considered %an instantaneous load vith the lighting

3. and equipment loads; and

7) the thermal loads and the paychromtric states of the inlet and

exhaust air are constant ov.r short time interval&.

The shelter model is therefore a volume enclosed by boundaries Into

I which senvible and latent heat loads and ventilatinC air ar@ introduced

and from vhIch air is exhausted atd ener" is lost, Iee ?Lgure A-d. The

CoverninC, equatlons of the enclrsed volue are derived from the coosatrition

of muss and the conservation of energy.

SGtdRAIM ArAePs@AN 1000UAflcM 1 -oo
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(11) + (H.) + + 4,.Q) e q

t Ad 0 (1)

where H a enth&lpy of the exchaned ,ir, J•t-

* enthael.; of the aielter, Btu

* metabolic energy of occupants., Btu

qL energy due to shelter lighting, Btu

Q = energy due to other shelter equipment, Bt-A

a energy conducted through shelter boundaries, Btu

qAC * energy removed from she]:cer system by air conditioner, Btu

integrating equation (1) ovor the time incremznt It yields

where'the subscripts-i ahd k refer to tbe-b ' -t'g and the end of the

time increment, respectively. Althoi . ltsis is time-varying

in the sense that resiults ur* V increments repres-nt

changing (condit.ons, by asxvi-. ermal load values and the

psychrometric states c in this equation are aU

considered ttez-efore, there is no

beit-storuE teur' r C a 0.

Conservation .-A , . ooth the dry air and the

water vapor In the sh).4 Vohen it is applied to the vapor:

where MV a ma#s o water vapor in the exchangad air, lb.

NON a ofa water vajor intrc-:iw*e by the uhelter
occuotwits, lb.

a mes of vettr vapor in th.' shelter air, lb.

MV OCCMl a maes of waVt" vapor rcnoved by condencation, lb.

LCr, " ,•y •,"ie. o .

NPI ?%d (P:ýtj- KV18,2) 4 VVYK - V'Co 0

A-L



The weuer balance for dry air lin the system is given by

where o x' s of dr~y aii in the. excbangel air,, lb.Ma

Ka~ a rasa of dry air in U~. shelter air,, lb.

or (pt,1-xa,2) + (X0# - -o 0 (6)

Let 8Q + %,+%+0 +B 7

NV,0o Yv, i + NK, 811' + -" WV,ccW (8)

x ,o X , + N, (9)

tchen 6q aH+ ,2 (10)

N a KV,2 + HY,8,2 (U)

NOW 2  %M ,S,2 +a, 0 V,8,2hy,3 o2  (13)

on 2 M& 2 b, +"V, v, 2 ' (14)

vhore thes lotmr caes' Wes raetr to ap~cifle erkthalples (Btu/lb).

Slnct the vent~iatl~in .hr 1tv~c 't thie shelter cwxidtiou,

Buabstit~utlng this Valusu Cor the f nereacuta3 energy 6 q,.

4Q a ~ h~1 e.'Sr,*b.,8,

6Win~ qMx~A X6SSA 0 v.'.rnoV..af 8



Nevc specific ent.h&lpios of i1ry air 4,. water vapor :#, .Y to given as

I - z'urictions of dry-bulb temperwatuz a:

4 h m O~~.21 TbI 38

-and (for 32.2* 5 1S 15OF7

bd

* -by~ 1061.0 + o.)4Ii (Tdb))()

Coining e.uations (17) through (19) and solvip for the dry-bulb

temperature leads to

_db m 06 o 2%0 (20)

. 1J#nK4  0.o41 A22F_ db<••_ % . 161. ÷o.• (Td) I.9

Thi s represents the shelter dry-bulb temperat.ire at the end of the

time Increaent 67.

I xressions for Mas0 am 0 can be found, since

.2 26 . 1,2 6T (21)

""V, 6F tP ,• 6-r :22)

we. ,•,o• - •¢,•.•(23)
- "• •v~s, V " Pa,s,• •

"vhere V - shelter volme, VO

"- Oa2 - density of dry air leaviur shelter, lb/ft3

2 * density of waW vapor leaving 041ter, lb/rt%

P density of dry air in shelter, lb/ft 3

. density of water vapor In 8s1elto., lb/ft3

*41 ou a.?'I~ fov rate of exhaust air, Lb/hr.

'I
*ff~a~m~. &M~C~N *r~&k~ Ov~,Of



We have asuwmed thst

Pap2= '0j~p2(25)

ad PT,2  'Plvlr,2 (26)

Therefore., we obtaini the oespseinn:

MV, 0  - P,, 2 (60 ' 2 1 +V)(2)

low, when these equations ore solved for the venatilation rate 2

Y2 6 P a, 2 6'TPv,.2 .(9

It Is assuared that~ the densities of dry air &ad of water vapor say be

deteramind from the perfect-gas law: Therefore,

wv (30)

where .baoexutric presswooe lb/fttt

P, partial. Prosvor. at water TWN.x Iw/o

MW * a g omatant tor water ivor, ft-lb/lb mole *A

Ra ps a oteft& tar doy-air, ft-lb/lb male. -

with *~ (9.8 a Ilo" ) k2 9..07Wk *i "A6. 130
where * #A attitude4, ft.
SWO the PartIal ptesvmw of Vatel Vapor Is .Kprescb1e as

VrQ r a mlatfvc bosinihv 'Al the Owet~t '3

"Ao PS - satusrattom t~m~ of svotc ,~or. lb/rt*

inWV*CdL hSkVWMAM 00 uRAOJM @4V*2O=d



OF.

.0 ~Saturation prepusire varies with dy-loulb temperature according to

P 5.132 anp (0.0329 Tdb) (34q)

Using t.evalues

-R& a 5'-;'35 ft-lb/lb mole - O

and N -85.71 ft--b/lIb mole - O

leads toc

-P r (5.132 exy (0.0329 Tdb) (35

r
- ~(T' *A5~ (0.05987 exp (0.032-9 Tdb) (36)

and p -8 -.8 x -8ha Tdb- 459.69 .1-: 1Q o-x~

+ 35.68.. r(0.0962 oxip(0.0329 Tdb) 3(37)

from equations (27) amn (20 e VCan VWtata t~w last Ch roe equations toI
- obtain

I 1. 0.6224 -4

ftlatiwe hwo dity'. as givez. ty equ'Attaf (33), becamca

M* 0aý9Tb) I* 0.62A1

To swmitarte, the twao avatiane is to OC~~iTU thc ¶heitpr

* - d~vW*%co Lre (23) an (Q) 2* quzatit~es In kýww q* atloM oaiy

~w~n~#~ s ft~A~d "u Mho" .AlovheU 4tr-b~al tov~rattaL'a and

rrdaL1ve bam4dIiy uni"1y da~r~ttA~e the ta S.10ot of the shel.ter air,

A-T



it is desired to express this condition In terms of ý.y-bulb temprrature

and wet-bulb temperature.

The wet-bulb temperature can be '=termined using the Carrier equation:

' b) -" ••) (Tab - Tub)Pv s " W' 2  .o0.o -. 3 T, ) (41)

where P8  s saturation pressure at wet-bulb texperature, Ib/ft 2

Twb * wet-bulb temperature, F

t
P8 may be e'valuated from equation (34) &as

Ps 5.132 exp (0.0329-Tvb) (42)

P is obtained from equation (39). Equation (41) is then a transcendental
V

*quation in Twb and may te solved by an iteration proe.edure. After both

the dry-bulb and wet-bulb temperattires are known, the effectie tempera-

ture may then be calculated from

107.5 Tdb - 45.2 TWI 45"F 4 TO 5 UO'F (43)

b2.3 Tdb T for 30"F S Twb 100?F

|IDWLA~f.A ,C~RNo~~~~



1 - APENDIXDETERMINATION OF SOLA1% PLU:ATIONINTENSIT'Y

B-1 Determination of the Sun's Altitude and Azimuth Angic

Consider an earth-centered right-handee rectil inear coordinate

II

System with the Y-axis directed toward the sunl and with the X-Y plane

that of *,he equator, see Figure B-1. The unit normal vectors i,T3

and k are parallel to the X, Y and Z axes, respectively. The rays of

-- the sun are parallel to the unit vector a. The unit vector nat a

point on the surface of the earth P is normal to the position vector

of P and oriented to-ward the north pole. The position vector is

parallel to tne -.uit vector ir" The point P is located on the surface

of the earth by the hour tngle, Q , and the latitude angle, ~

now Co 0 c stin 01- cosit C0.3 1+ sit, 0 (0)

C0 T) + sin T) (2)

where: Ti declination ageof the sun

The Sun's M~lith arzgle, ý , is given by

- arc cos(~i

Warc coo (sin a inr. 71 coo coo 0 cot,)) 3

I"~ Bun's Lititude angle, S'3 is

2

Thuc

p arc sin C-nO4!n v - cot 41o Qcc s T) (5)

ta

Nov t.,c vect-or r,1. a

= -s1inox ina + ai n t t oo 034 CO c k 4 (6)

Tukl, ainec r a 0, gives

fl*5 co 0I OC Coso;7) 4Cos IVsin 1  (7)

B-i
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1#.

Also n a' cos T cos (8)

where: T - sun's azimuth angle.
70

Therefore,

T = arc cos [sec p(cos 0 sin 7) + sin 0 cos 9 cos 7))l (9)

I.-.Thus the sun's altitude and azimuth angles are determined as a function

-" of latitude, 0 , solar declination angli, T , and time angle, 9.

B-2 Solar Declination Angle and Time Angle

The solar declination angle, 71 , is given as a function of the day

of the year, see Figu'e B-2. This variation was approximated by the

_ .following function, namely,

7= 0.4i0 sin (j (7-8o) ] (10)

* where: D = day of the year, 1 to 365.

The tire angle, Q, is denoted by

S- (Teela) (U)

"- where

T TSolt = solar time, hrs, see Section 2.2.

3-3 -7le of Surface to Sun's Ra&Xs

* Consider a tilted plane surface at Pn angle, • , to a vertical

surface at a point P on the surface of the earth, see Figure B-3. The

unit noZTAl to the tilted surface, rk is at the angle t to the normal

to the vertical •sufacc which uake6 aa anglc,T - a, with rcspcct to the

projection of the sin's rays on a horizontal surface at point P. If a

ri~ht-handed rectilinear coordinate sysat ii defined at point P, such

that th: X-axigI- parallel to the direction of the projt-tion of the sun's

roy, , on the horizontal plane a Vic the -axis is parLIlel to the vertical plane,

the X-Z plane's the horizontal plarte. •et th_ unit

B-3
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vectors i, 3 and k be directed along tht X, Y and Z axes, respectively.

Then the unit normal to the tilted surface,, n is -,

"n cos(T-a) cos T +4÷ sin + " sin(T-ai coB ( ki (12)

S: a a azimxth of the normal to the vertical surfa measured

westward from north

T = azimuth of sun measured westward from north
with T - cos T+ sin AT
Then .

a no C cos A cos(T-a) cos 4 + sin P sin • (13)

but sp.' - cos a (114)

where:

a - angle between the normal to the tilted surface and

the sun's rays

Therefore

T r a ar cos (cos A cos(T-a) cos + sinP a i ) (15)

B-4 Sunrise and Sunset Values of Hour Angle

At sunrise, • - 0; then from equation (5) have

0 a are sin (sin40sin - coo 0co: or cooflI

or 9r arccos(ta ttan ) (16)

wh•re: Or w value of 0 at tunrise

Howcver, the relatic.

-1IS Un 0tan T) :5

must hold.
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-- Nov the calculation of solar radiation is restricted to th•

northern hemispheren.

0 :5 0:5 -a(17)

and, from Fig-are B-2, T1 varies as

-o.41o < • _ o.4lo (18)

Thus, to satisfy the restriction on the 0 and , values, the ranges

must be

. @+i• (19)

and (20)

Since 7 is a function of the-day of the year, these restrictions*

indic-ted that there is a m~ximti, value of latizude, ' , that can be

considered at ýach day of the year, see Figure 3-1.

The value or the hour angle for sunset, Q, is

Q. U 211- 9 r (21)

'I.s. for 0 <0 <0 there can be some fort Of solsr radiation upon

a surface as long as 0S 7 •

D-5 IrtensitL of Solar Radiation

The intensity of solar radiation that vill be incident upon a

surf%"e Is given by

I + IJ¥ +I (22)

where! IDIR ' Intensity of direct solar radiation

I DrF intenLsity of diffuse solar radiation

- intensity of solar radiation reflected fr• twe ground

and s"rroundng surf aces onto the surface

1I-T



The assumption is made that th% reflected solbr radiation from the

@=rounding& is negligible, I - 0.

Thus I DIR + IDIF (23)

The direct aolar radiation is given byUfD-
I IDN cot a 0 co a 7 /2 (24)IDIR 0 CL > 71

10 2

there: I intensity of direct normal solar radlati.on; i.e., the
DN direct radiation on a surface norial to the sun's rays.

The intensity of the direct normal sola.- radiation, I M is given

as a function of the sun's altitude angle, P , (from Reference 6), see

Figure B-4. The d Aa &r,- approximapted by the relationships10

(294 (1-e ) for clear air
1D (25)

20C (1-e • ) for industria, air

for A > 0.

The intf.nsity of the diffuse solar radiation is assumed to be defined

by

IDIF IDIF,V + (IDIF, H IDIFV) san (26)

where: IDIF, V intensity of diffuse solar radiation on a

vertical surfa.e

IDI,H - intensity of diffuse solar radiation on a

borisontal surface. j
The ratio or the intensity of diffuse solar radiation on a vertical

surface to the iitensity of diffuse solar radiation on u horizontal

surfaev Is givtn as a runction of the cosine of t.% A*ee betveen the

norm! to the vertical aurf#,ce and the sun's rays (from R-ference 7),

Cot 1iLu-U- Pý-5.
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The results are approximated by

"'0.44 for --oa cos A-a) <-0. 4

" • = o.625 [Cosos s (T-a) ] 2  0..c25 coo A cos (Tr-a)+ o.5 (27)
"DIFI[ for -0.4 < cost Cos (-a) 'j"

0.35 [cos P coo (T-a) ]2 + 0.45 cos coo ("-&) + 0.55

for con P cot (T-i) Z 0
Then

1DIF 1DIFH ( - sinr)r (f ,T-a) + sin O N •28)

The ratio of the total intensity of sola- radiaticiT,: oa a horizontal

surface, to the i.n;tensity of diffuse solar radiation.on a horizontal

surface, ID' ,H is given as a function of the direct r.•r•l solar

radiation intensity (from Teference 6, see Vigure B-6. The relationship

can be approximated by

DIF,H
~It may be assumed tlbat

ITH I DIR,H + IDIF,H

- DR sinP+ • 1 IFH (30)

Therefore,
I• sin ()

I DrT,H ' N (31)

Corbirng .qurtion (31) ard equation (28) giYve

I DIP sin n2 .a n~ (32)

vith .ota). radiation on a surfac given b equation ()
i

1•-11I
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APPEINDrX C

"BOUNDARY EZ GY TRANSFER AND
NODAL TEP0MATURE COEFFICIENTS

"" at transfer by conduction through the shelter boundaries is

"determinei by the temperature of each boundary inner surface. To calcu-

&lae these tem.peratures, the tenperature profile through each boundary

is determined by the solution of a set of implicit finite-difference

equations. Since each boundary iny be multi-layered (up to 5 layers),

the nodal poirt coefficier ý must be determined individually for each

layer.

For this solution, a luyer is divided into slals 6X thick. A

temperature nodal point is st.zined to t.e node of each slab; for the

interior slats, this point is at the midpoint of each slab, and for the

4 nnertiost and outerrost slab3, there. i* another point at the surface oft the slab. If the boundary under analynis is multi-layered, a similar

nodal point array accomp!n•.es each layer.

Nodal point tempcratties are deternined by the appropriate heat

trantfer equation at eac!, nodal point. There are four b&siC heat

bealances that can occur at a nodcr the one to be used depends on the

position c.!' the node in question. There four positions s e (1) at the

inner %urface of the u,.niary; (2) in the interior f any laer of the

ttn'j; (3) at an Interface ;etwveen laers of the boundary'; and (4)

at tlh extrior :urface o4 the boundary, ace Fiearc C-1.

llcr.Iton 3 ?t the Innor surface of a boundary. The heat transfer

In this cir.,. Is bV convectlion with the slv.lter air a4;d by condu:tion

"PCIVfttfL ANMCnICAP4 ZiLAinCb OWMI'ONa
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S-- with the next c.lab in the layer. Heat transfer due to moisture conden-

sation may also be present) see Appendix D. The general heat balance for

-" deriving the various nodal point temperature equations Is

[energy entering slab n energy leavine slab n -energy stored-• " Lfr•m preceding slab (n-1) [to succeeding slat- ýn+l nsan

For position 1, the ecuation becomes:

condensation + convection " qconduction t (1)sr

or C + hi (T.A, - Tn) " T "T 1 ) = (T T (Tn" T') (2)i -' - ~ 0

where C = condensation term, sae Appendix D.

"hi = interior film heat-transfer coefficient, Btii/hr-ft -*F

Tdb,s = dry-bulb temptrature of shelter, OF

T = temperature of node n, "F

n

k = thermal conductivity of layer material, Btu/hr-ft -OF

6 x = thickness of slab in layer, ft.

Tn+l a temperature of node ( n + 1), OF

P = density of layer material, lb/ft3

Cp , specific heat of layer material, Btu/ib

6T time increment, hr.

Tn* temper.-Ature of node n in preceding tihme increment, *F.

The matrix solution of simultaneous equation3 requires that the

coirticientts of the nodal temperaturCs are dinensionless. Therefore,

the transforvcd energy balance for the- inner surface rPdal 'oint is

Sc 6 x k PC 6 X ,

G.0, + T_

Tdb,4a _h

C -3



which in matrix element notation is

"anTn+ a n, n+1 Tn+l = bn

cr, since the inner surface nodal point is indexed 1,

a1 1 T1  &12 T2  - bi (5)

Position 2 in the interior of any layer of the boundary. In this

case, conduction into and out of slab n is the only heat transfe-. There-

fore, the energy balance becomes

pc 6 x ,-
k k
66 (T"hT ) (6)

where Tn 1 - temperature of node (n - 1), *F

This becomes, in dimensionless quantities,

"(6 x) 2 P " p + 2 ) cn - Tn+l P ( 6 X 2 n (7)("'

which is of the form

% an,-n-. Tn_ + %,n Tn + an, n+l Tn+l b (8) -

Position - at an interface between layers (m, and (m+l)) of a boundary.

Again, the only heat transfer is conduction, but since the successive layers

will have different thermal proptrties, the energy balance is:

km.1  e 6XEk e k e + l a p , x • , "
( (n-l " Tn a t *• (To."T 9nl) " ( .. ,-

Pm~ep~~tXr-. )( T r. T Tn.
"* (TP'1 -T)---(T --T ))(*

or, In dine.s 4 onless form.,

(. r *X PR) e6 X _ 6X

4 ~ ~ (1c (6)4 28 Vk6T- T

S6x . ÷PT --
1  ) ,

a o

(10)
CAh



which is oai the form:

an, n-1 Tn-i +an,n Tn n,n+l Tn+l n (a)

Position 4 - at the exterior surface of tie boundary. This case has

several variations, depending on whether the external surface Lcu'ndary

is exposed to either soil or air.

If the boundary is backed by soil, the only mode of heat transfer

will be conduction. The only difference between position 4 and position 2

is that the unknown temperatures T n+ in equation (7) is replaced by the

known temperature of the soil, Toil, and this term, being known, becomes

part of the b coefficient:

Pc (6 x)2 pc (6x)2
%-i k k6- ÷)n = n ÷soil()

If the backing of the wrall is ambient air, convection enters as well

as solar radiation. The energy balance is

pc 6x
k (T - T + q -h (T-Ta) - ho n R (13)6_x "- n 26oTa n " n

where qo x aolar radiation load on boundary, Btu/hr.

h exterior film bcat transfer coefficient, Btu/hr-ft 2 -)'

Ta dry-bulb temperature o? arbient air, °F

In dimensionless form,

k k P6x pc6x

Both equations (12) and (i't) are of the form

an'n-1 T n_ +an Tn b (15)

qgftrmAL AMMNtigAMd 51006lCH 01%"610#4
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If the wall is backed by interior air, qsolar , and Ta is the

averase of the shelter temperature and the ambient temperature.

After all coefficients of all nodal Ponsi budryhe

been evaluated, the equations are solved simultaneoue]Y usif a Cause-

Jordan method of matrix inversion. Convection transfer through a boundary ..

in then computed as

q, = bhi (Tdbl T1 )

where TI M temperature of the inner surface noda) point aml the total

boundary heat loss is

( -- 6

-i
I
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APPENDIX D

MOISTURE CONDENSATION

The process of moisture condensing on, or re-evaporating from, a

surface involves both a mass and an energy transfer. The analysis used

in this study parallels that of Jakob( 9.

The following differential equationsmay Le set up for moving fluids,

relating thermal conduction and mechanical diffusioru:

C) T 2& T +2 a2 TIi

and

92 x +V?,+ z& a (2)
y &2~

where T - absolute temperature, *F
v . velocity, ft/hr 2
p - partial pressure of water vapor, lb/ft2

S- �.nermal diffusivity, ft2/hr

6 * mecha.rical diffusivity, ft 2 /hr

Newton's Law yields

F dt
q -k~ (3)

and Fick's Law gives

dce

where q" a rate of heat flow per unit area, Btu/,t 2-hr

i" a rate of mass flow -4r unit area, lb/ft 2-hr

U a direction of heat and maui flow, ft

k w ther&l conductivity of the stedia, btu/hr--t-*

C concentratiop, lb/ft3

D-1



Define m a mv +m (5)

where m v = mass of water vapor in shelter volume, lb

ma - mass of dry air in shelter volume, lb

Define p m V- +v Ma M p +p (6)

where P densit.y, lb/ft 3

V volume of shelter, ft 3

my •
Define W -- )

Define ev V concentration of vapcr in dry air (assumed to) =pv

cS = concentration of dry air In water vapor (aosumed to) = Pa

Now, from (4) m
dc ~ -- dP, dv-

v
dW__

i dn dn dn

v

a dW

dW

Fro (3)x xy a
q dn k- f d (9)"

TO0

wherv A xT a thermal botndary loyer thickness, ft.

TO •.temperature of the environment, *R

T a temperature of the boundary surface, *R

which lesdt to

q S • (To T,) (10)

Similarly, qu*.Ion () leads to

(v• i (• v•) (u,)

allD -2
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where Axw = mechanical boundary layer thickness, ft.

W0 - humidity ratio of shelter environment, lbAw/lba

and WS -" humidity ratio at bounwary temperature, lbW/lba

Parallel expression to equations (10) and (11) are

q-h (T " T 8) (12)

and -pab (Wo - ws) (13)

where b = a coefficient of mass transfer, which must be evaluated.

A comparison of equation (10) with (12), and (11) with (13) shows

h k (14,)

6 (5
and b = (15)

It is assumed that the thermal and mechanical boundary layer thickness are

very nearly equal:

A & (16)

Therefore: h k (17)

or h k C (18)
P Cpb ~~

where C - 'thermal diffusivity k
Pap

6Therefore, b W pee (-i) (19)PaCp G

Now, for we,,.r dif uzIng into air, -' - 0.917 (Rof. 9)

since - O-i Q.L7' for air

and 6 - 0.765 for voter vapor

at. QC aM~ 76C r.- ,
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Therefore b - h ~TT

9 1.09 (1.0 (20)"ap

and iv a p b (WO .. w) -

Sh1.09 ( ) (,V - w) (21)

where Cp a specific, heat of air-water vapor mixture

0 Q.21 Btu/Ib-F -:

Since q - x (22)

where X a heat of condensation, Btu/lb

qcondensation ( 0 -W,) (23)

Now, since W 0.622 Pb (24)

where W = humidity ratio

pI a partial pressure of water vapor,

p% = barometric pressure,

we mc.y approxirmate

W 0 - We - 0. 62? (-s- PO - (25)
PbPo .Po ) ( Ps

Therefore the heat transfer 4;ie to condenustion is expressible by:

% 2.825 pa P& (26)-ondansst.on P b- Po r

and condenssticn is determined to be present if p0 > n This is the

codoenati.on term. of equations (1) and (2) of Appe.-dix C. Also, quation

(?•) expresses the heat trinsfer due to re-evaporation of Lhe condensate,

Ir the entra &A. r-ass transmtr phenowemn are ess=*4 to be equivalent

r r



in the two processes. In the case of evaporation,, p > Po and the

qondensation term iu. negative (C < 0). The value of p. in equation (20)

is assumed to be defined by

Pa 3.25 x 10-7 T2 - 1.86 x 10"4 T + 0.863 (27)

where T = the average of the temperature of the boundary surface

in question ad the shelter dry-bulb temperature, *F.

Cl*.L~dl~ AIWrt•4CAN i•* 1M OI|dIfiIED-
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_ Ji APPMXDIX E

ERROR I•URODUCED BY CON-!-U':, 'T11REE- DMNSIONAL HEAT TRANSFER
AS A ONL-DI14ENSIONAL PWOEN~'NON

"f a shelter boundary is curved, such as in a tunnel, the one-dimensional

Sheat transfer calculations introduce errors 'ecause the heat flov is no

longer one-dimensional. But the one-dimensional analysis is applicable toI]
such situations. A comparis-r- of the relative rates of heat transfer will

determine the error of the application.

For a flat boundary, the heat transmitted from the inner surface to

nodal point n is

10. -kA T-I- T(1)

where k - thermalconductivity of flat s.'urface along a normal,

-A s aa of the boundary, ft2 2

S ] T1 temperature of Jnner surface of boundary, 'F

S ]Tn temeratu re of nth nodal point, "'F
nfnt

S distance alon- a normal between nodal points i and n, ft.

1Heat transler through a spherical layer of thc boundiry from the inner

surface of the boundary to nodal point n Is:

q k (4. 2 ) dT (2)

which, for steady state, rAy be integrated to
T1 I Tn

q k (4ii.) - (3)
r1 rl rn

Jt

Og{'g•2A•I ~t4Ufl'tCAPM lelAtI•kfCb4 E[IVW*~ON
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where r radius of curvature of the inner surface of the-

boundary-

r radius of curvature to the nth nodal point

See Figure E-1.

Thid is equivalent to

q a-Tk Am Ar(4

where A m - heat conducta~nce area at the average radius

+1(r,) +2 2
2 r(n)

rr
of -are ~ s9own in( (6)l V.

ri 1

tsnvasmia analysesitrersns the percentdpcaltureofdnts the oe-dimensiona

forlsi frcom tes trednninlaayi. auso safnto
rr

rr
-in ( n) (7)

r 1 r

and its 'vtriation with (/rVi) is also given in Table V.

gow sasy a t~unnel wit~h a radius of ton fee~t were used as a shelter.

Assum, toc., that the bouandary Ins oil-back~d and therefore t~he maximu

outertzozt nodal point is ton feet past~ the outer surrgcm of the boundar:y.



I Figure ~-1 Used in Determinine the, Erro~r Sil
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TABLE V

ERRORS OF CONSUMEING THREE-DIMENSIONAL
HEAT TPCI-.-ANCYR AIS ONE-DIA.NSIONAL

A(Cylindrical) p(Spherical)

1.0 1.0 1.0

1.1 1.001 1.002

1.2 1.003 1.008

1.3 1.006 1.017-

1.!. 1.uv 010 1-2

1.5 1.01!. 1.0142-

1.6 1.018 1.056-

1.7 1.023 1.072

1.8 1.029, 1.089

1.9 1.034 1.107

2.0 1.04o 1.125

2.1 i.046 1.14!.

2.2 1.051 1.164

2.3 1.057 1.1814

2.14 1.063 1.204

2.5 .081.225



!

Therefore,

Sr. rI +Ap + 10-- ,1O 2 (8-

r1 r1 10

where p in the thickness of the boundary. A reasonable value of p

would be 3 feet and thus the error in the heat flow due to usting a one-

] dimensional analysis method of a three-uimensional analysis Is 5.7% using

J the cylindrical surface analysis or 18.4% using the spherical surface

analysis. (See Table V.) Generally, a turnel designed as a mass shelter

] can be expected to have a radius greater than ten feet; therefore, the

error introduced would be correspondingly less. Hence a shelter boundary

that is curvilinear can be treated as a flat surface with an error given

by equation (6) or (7).

]I

]
]
I
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3 A??END(I F

LPSTIMATION OF ERROE. ASSOCIATED WITH CAWLATION
OF AIR-CONDITIONING LOAD

The performance of an air-conditioning system is a function of the

environmental conditions, thf.r psychrometric Ctate of the air entering

3 the unit, the performance characteristics of the components comprisiag

the system, the flow f*eld in the unit and the characteristics of the

.3 heat sink and source -eservoirs. Proceduwes are required to define an

air-conditioning system for primarily cooling the air introduced into

Sthe shelter. The operatine principles for such a unit can be based upon

a large number of choices. However, in almost every choice, a coil will

be utilized for cooling and dehumidifying the air. Theiefore, the SEEP

code has been constructed so as to require only the specification of the

coil. It is assumed that once the coil has been defined, the designer

J can develop a system to produce the specified coil performance.

In particular, the coil is specified by denoting

1) a coil bypass tactor,

2) an effective coil surface temperature, And

.1 3) an air flow rate across the coil.

It is known that the coil bypass factor and effective coil surface tem-

perature are a function of the thermal load, i.e., the psychrometric

state and flow rate of the air through the coil. In the S..P code, this

load dependence is neglected (since pcrformance is a function of' the design

j of the entire system) and the bypass factor and effective coil surface

temperature arc assu.d conztant.,x

MIhis pro ce.;:c' Is a gcneraliziation of a coil scle-tion procedure presorited} in "Finda'm.tals of Psychro'etrics - Jl.,rt It", 71O20-2-O, Carrier Air Con.-

% CF-I



The accuracy of this procedure has been checked by comparison

with the performance data of an actual air-conditioning unit, sae

Table VI, It was found that neither the deduced bypass factor nor

the deduced effective coil surface temperature are constant. However,

if median values of the range of each of these parameters are used to -

calculate the capacity of the unit, this calculated unit capacity

differs from the actual unit capacity by at most 37% and generally

by less than 12%. This agreement is considered sufficient fcr the

inclusion of this simplified specification for the air-conditioning

equipment in the SHEP code.
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APPENDIX G

* TYPICAL THERMAL PROFERTIES AND DENSITIES OF BUILDING
SMATERIALS, SOILS, ETC.

BUILDING MATERIAL

Thermal Specific
Conductivity Heat

CON CP ROW
(Btu/hr-ft-OF) (Btu/lb-°F) (lb/ft 3 )

I Building Board

1. Asbestos-cement Board 0.33 0.270 120.00

2. Gypsum or Plastic Bo-rd 0.10 0.270 50.00

i0.09 0.270 50.00

S3. Plywood -00 - 0.7 0.5c0 31400

4. Sheathing, Wood Fiber 0.03 0.500 20.00

S5. Wcod Fiber Board 0.03 0.500 26.00

S6. Wood Fiber, hardboard type 0.12 0.500 65.00

II Finish Flooring Materials

1. Cork tile 0.03 o.485 15.60

2. Terrazzo - 1" 1.O4 0.250 150.00

Ill Insulating Materials

SA. B1 •nket & Batt

1. Cotton Fiber 0.02 0.362 0.8-2.0

2. Mineral vool, fibrous
form processed from

J rock, ulag, or Cluss 0.03 0.30 0.5

0.02 0.30 1. 5 -4.0

J 3. Woi viber 0.02 0.30 3.2-3.6

cvAoFn^L swmcntrJN ftzIn usviatmn
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CON CP ROW
(Btu/hr-ft-'F) (BtuTb-F) (1b-t 3 )

B. Board & Slabc

1. Cellular- Cl=rs 0.03 0.185 19

2. Corkboard 0.02 0.485 6.5-8.0

0.02 12.

3. Glass Fiber 0.02 0.185 4-9

4. Expanded rubber (rigid) 0.02 0.339 1.5

5. Expanded polyurethane
(thickness 1 in. and
greater) 0.02 0.20-0.25 1.5-2.5

6. Expanded polystyrene
extru'ded 0.02 0.30-0.35 1.9

molded beads 0.02 0.30-0.35 1.0

7. M.!ineral Wood with
rezin binder 0.02 G.30 15

C. Looze Fill

I. r:ineral wool
(glass, slag or rock) 0.03 0.30 2.0-5.0

2. Perlite (expanded) 0.03 0.378 5.0-8.0

3. Sawdust or shavings 0.04 0.30 0.8-15

4. Silica Aerogel 0.01 0.205 7.6

5. Vermiculite (expanded) o.o4 0.30 7.0-8.2
o.o4 0.30 4.o-6.o

6. Wood Fiber, rcdwood,
hemlock, or fir 0.02 0.30 2.0-3.5

IV Kasonry Materials

I. Ctent 11.,.rtar 0.42 0.271 116.C

2. Gyrat-,-r4ibcr cccrc•te

VVichp o.01 0.25 51.0

G-?
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* CCif 
CP 

ROW• 
Btu/htt-*F) (Btu7 b--F) (.b-' t'3)

3. Lightweight aggregates 0.43 0.20-0.25 120Sincluding: expanded shale,clay, or slate; expanded 0.30 0.20-0.25 100
slags; cinders; pumice;
perlite; vermiculite; alsocellular concretes 0.21 0.20-0.25 80

0.14 0.20-0.25 600.10 0.20-0.25 40

0.08 0.20-0.25 30

0.06 0.20-0.25 20
4 . Stucco 0.42 0.20-0.25 )16

V Masonry Units

1. Brick, co'on o.42 0.20" 120
2. Brick, face 0.75 0.20 130

3. Cla..- tfile, hollow
I cell. deep 3 in. 0.31 0.15 30
2 cells deep 6 in. 0.33 0.15 30
2 cells deep 8 in. 0.36 0.15 30
2 cells deep 10 In. 0.38 0.15 30
3 cells deep 12 in. 0.40 0.15 30S4. Concrete blocks,

reý,tatnqquar tore
Sand and gravel aggregate 0.15 0.25 30

5. Stone, lime or sand L.OZ 0,22 150VI ~ ,rl i•.cr •ater~als

.1. Cement. Pl~ster,
&and azr. reoate 0.?.2 0.20 116

Z. GypZ u! Ploster

0 S0., .. ret o tO 0.20 105

G-1
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CON CP ROW

VII Roofing J
1. Asbestos-cement shingles 0.40 0.20 120

2. Asphalt roll roofing 0.54 0,20 70

3. Asphalt shingles 0.19 0.20 70 j
VIII Siding Materials (on flat surfaces) -,

1. Shingles - asbestos-cement 0.40 0.20 120

2. Siding

asbestos-cement -0.0 0.20

asphalt roll siding G.54 0.20 120

3. Architectural glass 0.83 0.15-0.20 150-175

IX Woods

1. Meaple, oiak, and similar -

hardwood s 0.09 0.50 •45

2. Fir, pine and similarsoftwooe.s 0.07 0.50 32

COWIGURATI0!I

Thermal Conductlvl txySati

Unit Distance post DenS .1

I Vertical Space 1.03 0.24 0.075

11 Horirmotl Spice

1. Reat frlo up 1.18 0.,2L 0,0y5

2. met r!cv dcv n 1.01 0.P 00.25

I1. KeV. 'Ulov up 1.i1 0.24 0. 07*

2. Mea! f" d,4n 1.13 0.24 0.015

i rFALA ,,-CA SI• l O~~O



SSOIL' O PR"

SThermal 

Specif icCo nduc tivi ty, Heat ... Density
CON CP ROW

(Bt-./ihr-f -OF) (Bt~uib-*F) (7%f~t3)

-I Crushed quartz 0.96 O.188 100.00

II Graded sand 0.83 0.210 1OO.CO

III Gravel 0.75 0.200 110.00

IV Crushed feldspar 0.50 0.190 100.00

SV Crushed granite 0.46 0.230 100.00

VI Sandy loam O.54 0.210 110.00

I VI.: Crushed trap rock o.42 0.195 100.00

VIII Sand 0.37 0.210 100.00

IX Clay 0.33 0.220 100.00

x Silt o0oI.- o.42 0.220 90.00

XI Silty clay loam 0.42 0.200 90.003 I

B=UNDARY ORILVTATION

1 Direction of Film Heat-Transfer
Heat Flow Coefficient

(Btufh/--ft -*F)

I Vertical Into or out or 1.46
shelter

"-1 Ik Horizun:l (e.ij Into she.lter 1.08

Out or shelter -. 63

3 Il , (.'½I) Into shelter 1.63

Out of shelir 1.08

G- 5
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PROGRAM SHEP
C
C SMELTER ENVIRONMENTAL PREDICTION CODE fSME0--MODs 3)
C GENERAL AMERICAN RESEARCH DIVISION L
C GENERAL AMERICAN TRANSPOPTArION CORPORATION
C
C THIS CODE CALCULATES THE RESPONSE OF A SMELTER TO TIME-VARYING THERMAL LOAD$
C AND VENTILATION INLEI PSYCHROMETRIC CONDITIONS. THE CODE ACCOMMODATES SOLAR -

C RADIATION. BOUNDARY SURFACE HEAT TRANSFERv MOISTURE CONDENSATION ON THE
C BOUNDARIES- EQUIPMENT AND LIGHTING LOADS. AND AIR-CONDITIONING. THE USER
C MANUAL EXPLAINS THE VARIOUS FEATURES OF THE CODE# PRESENTS THE INPUT AND

C OUTPUT FORMATS. GIVES REPRESENTATIVE INPUT DATA VALUES. AND INCLUDES AN

C
COMMON/MATRIX/AINV( 40,.0,201

DIMENSION EOTIM(365).TD2P(3361,TWB1336',TEFFI3361

DIMENSION PSAT(120) ,INIS,20I.DPISZO).DXIS.20 ,ALPHA(5920),CONIS,2
10) .ROW(5#20) CP(5.ZOR ,Cwf2OI
DIMENSION INTI6OhQGSI2,20).B~t1.0) .MULI40202),TDII3OI .TW11301 .TEI(
1301.TDIAVt3C1 eTWIAV(30J.TEIAVI3OI',TSO1LE201
DiIMENSION XI(,Z0).AZ(203,LAV'kAX(20),0LATCI20),HI(20o3,OC2O3,NMAX(2O
1),ITWALL(20)#,2SWI20),0WC20),AREAI2O)oTDO(l'.),1WDI14dTEDI11.I.TDAVG
2~1l4)tTWAVG(14)tTEAVG,(14)tIDATk(13)#LST(2)oTRANS(20)oASOIL420)o
3AJIT(201

C
CC INITIALIZE ALL MA4TRIX ELEMENTS TO ZERO.*i

1311 D0 1 1.1.1.0
DO 1 J'1,'~O
1>0 1 K*1,20 i

1 AINV(IIJK~wmO.
DO ? 191940

DO 2 JuI.2I
2 IND!Xtloj)sO

DO t 1-1.1.0
Do 3 J8l.20 :
9MULlIsI.Jm0.

3 TWALLII*JIUO.0
D0 5 1010365

S 90TIMII).0.O
DO 6 M10336

4 TDZP(I)aTwSBIIITEFF4IIO.0s
DO 1 1.1.120

1 PSATII)'0.0
008 1.lei$
0>0 a JOI020
IN(II .)40

I DPII.J).DX(jiJtALPHA(IJI.CDN(I.j).ROWIlei ,aCP4I.ji.0.0
0091 1.1.00
SIt4TI:.00
DO0 10 10162
00 10 Jol.20*.

10 05'4I.)0.00
0>0 302 101030 i

302 TD1(ieI.tW1(11TEI(I)~TDIAVIID*TvkIvliITEIA(IS)fO.0
00 303 fo1.zo

113 Ioo



a LAYMAXfI).uNMAX(I&I~IWALL(lhb0
$0) Xi(1)sAZ(IIuoLATC(I)mHl(I~u'40(I1uOSW(l)mQWItt~aAREA(I~uTRANS(I)mASO

DO 305 101012

00 306Jh130 .307 30
307 DOT ( Iu1)mO

C 1 READ IOOUi1QTIAk11LL.SrCNTNS

DO 1Z 10509120
12 READ 1001*PSATI:I2 308 READ 1006.IDATA

READ 1003&ALT.ALAT ,ALONG.NWtG(,tHMW.PF1,QLITEQEQUZP9DKRSLSTI
1.NOtNT

READ 1O2O.AREA(J).LAYMAXIJ3IINMAX(43sH1(J),HO(J),ASOILJIJ

* .11)12 READ 1001.TRANSIJ).IMJ)

* j 14 -READ 1003*AZIJ)

DO 16 Kw1.LEM
21 READ I00O9it0PKJ),0XiK.JlC0N(KJ),ROW(p..J) .CP(K.J)

READ 1O13,CFMIN.TCOZL.WCOIL.BF.F2.TD2.R2.TWB(I)eTEFFII)

IFIAOIL p13,618#1703

18 CON4TINUE
* .IFtI0ATA(1fl19sl9s2l

19 READ 10089TO
DO 20-JolNW
HIMeNMAXtJIG1

20 TWALLfKsJ~wTO
.60 TO 21

0 2Km1.NEM

it TWALLlK9J)mTO
2) READ 1001eD.T

.,*ODAYS' IRS/24
IFINOIftT)1701. 1701, 1702

00 17 102.0OO
17 READ 1006*114TIll

1701 10.00

LM' SO
ftiwZM -0
ADws

QNTAV&*D -



P103#14.159265

O#43P/1/Z0

MNONBa
6IL*702
VSfGG~*e*4W
READ I1iI#1TA1.TA2,TDII#TD12oRllpR12

C
C CALCULATE INTENSITY OF SOLAR RADIATION FOR EACpi EXPOSED BOUNDARY.
C

25 LST421GLSTI1I1
DO 53 16102
LSTMaLST I I

251 DO 53 5 wI*1Nw
IFlASOIL(JI 1252#%3o53

.252 IF(IDATA(101126926#27
26 C202949

GO TO i6
27 C2a200.

C3w2. 226
23 IFIXIIJI-90al 29929.9999
29 ETARs*O.1015Z.SINF(IEO-8O).PI/182.5,

SleTANaF(ETAR,
S2=31NFIETAR)
$30C05F IETAR)
PHI RmALAT/ON
&4wTANF(PI4IR I
3SiSINF(PmIRI
S68COSFIPHIRI
AZROAZIJ 1/01

57sCOSF lXIR
SSCSINF(XIRI
IF(PHIR-IPI#O.511 309998o998

30 IPICTARGPHZR-IPI*O.5II 31.9990.998
31 IF(ETAR) 34031.02
32 IFtPMIR-(I*0*O5-ETAR)J ?1.33933
31 THETARaO*0

60 TO 35
34. THETAROACOSF (S'.'SI
35 YmETAS*2*9PI-TmETAR

INOALONG/15
TImL$Tm46EOTIt4II0)AL' SOO&IN
THITANOMOTI
$S*COSF (THETA)
IFITIIETA-THETARI 3603707

36 0140000
DIFsO.O
60 TO sa

3? IPITMETA-THETAS) 3083063
34 S(TARwASIrfIS5S2S-S6GS9.531

Sl0*CO5Ft*ETAR I
IlleSIN4F (GTAR)
IfIBETAR) 36,39.39

39 IFASETAR-MiOs5il 292.391.392 -

19t GAC,AMARsAAR

GO To 393



39? GAMMARUACOSF II1 /S1OO (56OS2&,S5*S9*S3))
393 IFIGAMMAR) 40940,'41
40 GAMMARwGAI4MAR6PI
41 DIRNOR?~uC2*(1,-EXP(-C3'BETAR))

S13vSI0'COSF IGAMMAR-AZR)
ALPI4ARuACQSF iS13*S7?&Sll*S0I
612§COSF IALPMARI
IFIALPHAR-0PL.O.5) 43943,42

42 DIR*O.O
GO TO 49

43 IFISIS) 49.44.44
44 FALPHAuO.35.S13.*2.&O.45.513&Q.55

GO TO 40
45 ZFIS136O.O'.I 47'47,'46
46 FALPMAaO.625'51302*?6O.525*513&O.55

00 TO 40
47 FALPi1AmO@-.4
48 DIRUOIRNORM*S1?
49 OIFlmSIL*(FALPIIA*(1.-S8)&S8J

O3F2u0.577E-06.DIRN3RM.*2-1briE-04.DIRNORM&0*01s3
OIFDI'Olr/DIF2

92 TOTwD1R&DIF
OSCI ..JtTOT

53 CONTINUE

OSOLARsOoO

Q4 STmOST&OSI29J)*AREA(J)
c

COF THE SUCCIýDING HOUR, READ EINECODTNSFRHEUCEIGHUo

IF(IMIRI0-1 157,24,57
55 00 56 io1,Nw
56 OsI1,J)*OS(2*JI

at LS1I~aLSTM&I
IMPNOOIHRNO&I
17 124-LSTM5612.5612 .251

5612 t.STM*O
10D10(.1
IF13451D15&11 .251.2S1

S411 1001

TAIOTAZ

IF1IDATAtI1Z L1.1Sollilli

141 REP-0 IOIlsP.F1,CFI4IP,.OI.T1,EOtsIP

00 59 60t4

OSW(Jl*OSO



OSOLARuTRAD45 II)@QSWIJ ).AREAIJI&OSOLAR
59 OSTOOST&0OS

C
C FOR TIME INCREMENTS DURING THE HOUR# DETERMINE INLET CONDITIONS AS A
C LINEAR INITERPOLATION BETWEEN HOURLY VALUES.

C60 TD1'TDlI-ADT*(TDlI-TD12) i
R1URl11ADT*(R11-R1Z I
PGwS. 132*EXP I0oO329*TDll
PGPPORI*PG
BP.O.96E-O4'ALTO@2-0.0759'ALTI211B. 2
VleI0.622*PGPPI/16;0-PGPPI

TAOTAI-ADTO( TAI1TA2) i
C
C CALCULATE NE.: MNET CONDITIONS WITH AIR-CONDITIONING. DETERMINE PROPERTIES
C OF THE INLET AIR FOR THE bEGINNING OF THE TIME INCREMENTo

IFIIDATAIT7 )40394039402

PGPPaS. 132*R2*EXPI OsO)29*T02)
W2 I O*622*PGPP)/IIBP-PGPPJ
WlwW2&(F2/FI?*(WIW1W21
ADM4IXaSIF-Cfm)N)/F1&BF.(1.1((F1-CFMINIIF1)I
'c'AmTCOIL&AD!41XflTDlITCOIL) Z
WANWCOIL&ADMIX*IWI-WCOILI
114EXP1O.O329*TOA)

PGPPPWA*BP/IWA&O.4221

RIOPOPP/Pa
VACSO.0**CPMIN*DT.IO.01S744.SP-00O9&2'R1OE1 I/IDA&459.591
NFe1O9).9-0.s~f7*TCOIL
PAIRCONDaOo2A.WAC#ITD1-TDA)tDT&WC9IW1-WAIlHF/DT
TDIOTDA
WImWA
GO TO 41

403 PAIRCONeOsO.

EZOEXPI0*03296TOZI
HASluOe24*TO2
MVSmI.61 .0&O.4,44OTDZ -
KV~mI061&00&4A4'TDl

MlSwWASI 'HASj&.WVSI'f1VS1 -
WA39WAIVVASI

C
C CALCULATE l~fr '4CR? TOANSFtR THROUGH THE BOUNDARIES DUE To TEMPERATURE
C DIFFEREKCES AND DUE TO KOISTVUM CONDENSATION*
C

lFI;D0ATAeSI l69s696?0
Qw(N-0.0 -



360 TO14
7o 00 71 Jftl#NV

3 LEMoLAYMAX I
00 71 Kw~sLEM

171 ILLaINIK*Jl
JWALLs I
LA~ul
lot

72 NEMBRNAUWMALL)10
00 4 INAu1.9IE#
00 4 JNAse10EM
AI ItA9JNA) £"j.O

721 ALPI1A(LAYý,JWAiLLISCONILAYJWALLI/(FbOWILAY.JWALL)*CPILAYJWALLII
BASZLu1.O&COft(LAY&1gJvALLIeOX(LAY#JvALLI/(0X(LAY&1,JWALLIeCON(týAY,
1JWALL))&ROWf1AYJWIALL).CP(LAYJWALL)*DX(LAYJWALL)0OZ/t2.O@CON(LAY.3 ZJWALLIODT)&ROWLAYG1.JWALIj*CPILAYfo1,JVA'.L).DXILAYsJWAtLL).0X(LAY&
31.JWALLP/(2.O@CONILAY.JwALL)'01)

Ps'ýPaA1IIToDl&(ToazT0v.)*P$ATIITD241)-PSATuIT02)

-POSPS*Aa

.... TbfAv*IJ.&VL~ .JWALL ) )-a/2.0L

J 77. C9Z6v2A49.kIF-GHI (DWALLJO(PO/I8P-POI-PSW/(tUP'PSW) i'ROAIR
CWIJWALL) UC*AREA(JWALL) e0T/iFG

I 771 AJITUWALLIUAjIT4JWALLI&CWIJWALLI

773 IP(ABSFICW(JWALL))-AJIT(JUALL5")771i7719?74
?74 CV(J(WALU&-,AJ3TIJWAkL)

CSCWIJWALL)ONFG/ IAR(AtJWALL)ODTI

79 OLATC(,JWALLImC
I! (NTAUIIO*$O0,B

S0 AllIio~a-eCNtLAYeJWALL/IMIIJWALL@OXILAYsJWiALL)11ROiItLA~eJWALLI
1I*PLAY ' 9W&Lt,*OXMAY* -WALLMI2*0*HI IJWALL)ODT)

At is &1) a-CON ILAY..DWALL I/iIlIJVALL) .PX ILAY .JWALI.)

1I.? VALLI & SJWALL1TIPTD2'C/HI IJVALLI

I1.41 (YU4944
-6 I714LAY ',YAXJWALL)i6?*.S3.64

A9C(1,)POO (LAY,)WALLI*@3(APtALAY SJWLIO(L~JALLI*0T1 2. &OtAYI



lALL).CPILAY&1,JWALL)ODXILAY 

-L*xLYIJWLIOWL'OW"

ltR.O.CO,4(LAY#JWALL)*DT)

LAY SLAY1 1
IPILAY-ILAYVAX(JWALL) )721,721 

90

90 MASIA0L(JVAL01 91,9209S

it TAJlTA:i
92 TAJ6004(TO2&TAl
993pFITAU)9,9~94

9 %

l.OO)4OIJVALL)*0T)
t~91 IIASOIL(JVALLI 195),952096

1PLA'YJWALL).*DXtLAYoJWAL/4**DO 
JWA1 gYALI~ JtALI

GO TO 103 
AL 'THI

952 S6toCItAJ&ROW(LAYJWALL)OCP(LAYJ 

,C*~tA*WAL/Z.OD*OJ

IALL1 j.TWALL( I.JWALL)
60 TO 10)

100 lWL IJA0*SW WL

AllAR ?,R OM4ARAY*JWALL)'CtA&1301L11*OI 
AYJAL*2COIAALL

101 Mst(ZAHARY8 AL*

104 ftEh(*MMAXlJWALL 111

00 108 l.1,NET4

106 INDEW6t11
00

1160109 A.MAXO-14.
00 110 I101NEM 

.
tPCIKflXC to1))1061116110

111 00 112 J.1.etm

113 TEMPvAGS!'ýA(IsJ)
1

1141

lco k, *
11* (0OT~

tic CONY IRUE

li PRINT 113
.4

ao to 69

1 1 1 0 1 20 

3o% 
E

10At IO."ICOLSAJ
1M

ME 0 1IIC 611J! COL

A11CLIO)A

do?



1~DO 121 oNE
121 AfICOL*JlaAIICOLoJl4PIVOT

0O'122 I'1.P4EM

12 WI-I-C0L1123o122#123

AlI*ICOL~wO*O

12CONITINUE'3 GO TO 109
125 1COLaINDEXKII.2l

IROVaINDEXf ICOLsI)
DO 126 1s1.NEm:1 ~TIMPeAllIsIROws
AII.IROWInAI IsICOII

It(* A119ICOL~sTEMP

22S IM1111259127,125
127 DO 1.35 IMZNEm

SU4UL I I.JWALL ) 88l 1
00 135 JS1,NEmh

135 A1Itvl1.4.JWALLi*A1IsJI
1351 IFIjwALL-Nw)143vI42a995
1*3 JUiALL*JIWALL61

LAYai---
GO TO ?2

^4QWIKaH1lIOAREAIK)'ITO2-TWALLI1.KI1

OLHOO&O
00 145 h.1.NV
OwcwQWC&oWfJI

145i QLl4w0LN&0L.ATC (j)4 AREAlJ I.C CALCULATE METABOLIC HEAT ENERGIES$

] I4TAVONAV& 1

150

OIL QLLA*P

CCAiLC.'tATE THE &4ELiI~ft RY-OULO TEMPERATURE AMD I$LATIVt MW~IDAIT

PRIN4T 2001.t.*4.fl

WVLO0L*01 ? 9



WVCDNDuOLP4'D' d4FO
wvoeWV14~wVo 1-WVCOND
tPiwvcoJP4)i 155401556

1554 IF IW"'l)1553it "-#.1554
1553 wvoSfp.0 -

1554 TD2D)I1HRNO)wýDO-106l.0eWV0)/I0.666*WVO&4.Z6*WAOI

1552 LL*IOATA!3) -

WO TO 163 1
1551 5IlTD2P(IIRN03-50o0)986v1569156
154 IF(VVO)IS194,5156l 4S3

1561 PV2sO*O
RZPes0O
GO TO 1562

1563 PV2*SP/1O.622*WA0/WvO&1*01
9PSaEXPFIO*0329*TD2PI IMRNOl)
*ZPGPV2/1I5*I3Z*fPS)

1562 IF(ft-0.0115791579156
15~7 ft2P&1*0

GO TO 1'.3
150 IF(f40t402)159*160*160
159 HON~uR

IF(W2P1.0)163*163e 160
160 IF(R2P-I.0i162sI62$I61
161 ft&a.OR

6O TO 153
142 ROR&OR

OR*O*1'OR -

MONO aM)O&0 1

163 IfiLL-IDA!A13111649165*991
1646 T02*0*5*TD2&TOZP(IImRNO))

SI LuTOR
ft2*0oS*(Rk21RPl

CCALCULATE THE SHEL.TER WET-BULB At4O EFFECTIVE TE'4PERATURES. -

C

00 1641 I141NW
LLOLM&
6O TO (1

145 1>0 1555 KO10I~i
ktEM*P,%AXl~l61
0O 155$ 11,ONEM

DO 1IM .Jo1.NEM
AC? oJISAINVI oI jK)

Tl)wT~lI)4AI I.jI.SSfj)
IM5 TVALLlIleK~wTI(

TIFF I IHNOlTlO!pl ?HRNO)
6O TO 146

OVO. bo10.011Ro



170 TwOuTwo-Owo
. O TO 166

171 TWQSTWO&DWO
DWO~Oa* 1DWO

IFIM4M-31 170,170,172
172 TEFlul0T.5o;TD2PlIr.RNO)-TWBg:NRNO;I&66z3.TweIIHRNO)

c TEFF(IIRNOJSTEF1/"62@3&TD2P(IIRNOI..TwBtIJRNO)JIC PRINT RESULTS FOR THE HOUR*
c

IM(IND-IDATA(5 I1739174#989
173 Klf'4.K.IND&l

60G TO 180

16PRINT 2032

PRINT 2037
PRINT 2003
PRINT 2004

PPRtNT 203

1?? IF;IMRNO-aMN1s1T72r79, 'sI7,g31791LNLN2

PRINT 203

14.1 TOI*D2L' IRO

Y9 Z P (INT 1CIJ-TE.Z~f(I~iRN3OI

99PRINT 10OI~llj

GO To 5000

99 PIN ;0



909 PRINT 2017
6O To 174.

988 PRINT 2016
GO To 176

987 PRINT 2019
GO TO 167

906 PRINT 2036#TD2PlIHIRNO)pIHRN
60 TO 156

-"C
C CALCULATE AND PRINT TIME-AVERAGE SHELTER TEMPERATURES*
C

167 TDKAicmTD2Pj1,
11*1. IMRS-1

108 00 190 LuIOI#IH
IFTOA-7'PL 1819,190,190

169 TDMAKUTD2P(LJ&l,
LMOL I&

290 ConTINuE
PRINT 2020TOMAXoLM
TOMINOTD2PI1,
LM. 1

191 DO 193 L161,1NN
IF(TDMIN-TD2P(LI&1, 1193,193,192

192 TDMINOT02P(L1,,1,
LNU LI 61

193 CONTINUE
PRINT 203ZTDMINO~LML
TW.4AXwTWBI 11
LM* 1

194. DO 196 Llal,,*e
IFITWMAX.-Two(L1I1, 3195,196,196

195 TwMAxSTw~fL)&l)

196 CONTINUE
PRINT O2021TWMAXLM
TWMIN*TWB( 1)

197 00 199 Llu:*Ixgi
IFoTWMIN-TWblL1&1)) j9q#199,Iqg198 ThVM1NOTWO(LI1~1

199 CONTINUE
PRINT J033vTbn4INqLM
ITMAXaTEPF,1 I

100 00 20i L1.1,LaNs
IF(ETMAX-TEFF4L1611 I201#202,2o,1

20) ETMAXOTEUFILI~ol)

202 CONTINUE
PENT Z~il,(TNAX#LM

LM.TKINOTEFFAl)
10) 00 205 kl1.1,Il~

204 f t TmINa TEF( L a& , 4I)O ,z '

105 CONTINUE
PRINT 2O3'.,ETMINsL,, 

-



PRN322
PRINT 2023

rEww0 00

00 213 .131ItHRS:3 213 TDW&TDE&TD2P Cj I
TwwaTww&Tws( Jl

213V T E aW&T EFF ( i
TDSuTOWi'HRS3 TWS*TWW/HRS
TESaTEW/HRS
PRINT 2035#TDS#TwStTES
IF INODAYS)15000 .209#e206

206 LBu1

DO0 2071 JDAYu1,P400AYS
DO 207 JELR#LC13 ~TDOlIDAYIUTDDI IDAY)&TD2P(JI
TWOI JAYINTWDIDAY)&TWOiJR

207 TE0(I0lAY~wTE~fIDAY)&TEFF6jI
LBALBL.2432071 LEmLE&24
PRINT 2025
D0 200 IDAYaltNODAYS
TOAVGIIDAYI*TDOI !DAY)/24@0-
TWAVot IDAY~mTwOC IDAYI /24.0
TEAVG( LWYJ.TED( IDATI /24.0

208 PRINT 20i'6.IOAY.TDAVOlJOAY),TWAV.3UOAY)ITEAVG(I0AY)
209 IFINOINTISOOO000.#210
210 PRINT 2447

ND.2* NO IN? -
DO 212 N191oND92
W4B(NI&II /2

ILTwINTtNIl

TDI (MIMi-TD! EM4I&TD2P(VI)I'1 YII TWI (MI4I*fWI LMN)&TW8IMII

TwIAV(PM) * Twl(MP4)/ INTlNI&'1INT (NI)&1I
TEIAV(MM~uTEI(MMI/IINYlNI1~1JINT(NII&II

212 PRINT 2028,lNT(NIIINT(NIbi),TDIAVtU4MI.TWIAV(MN.*lTEIAV(Mt4)
IF(JJJJ-IOATA14J 11S6s5000t5C000

186 jjjjajj.jj~1
60 TO 1311

101FORMATtF?*:ai *l

1006 FORM~AT111..26.,s.)
101) FORMATIF9.*.741,F.,4ZF,,'17..7.
1006 FOR)MATIelFS029..S
1019 FVQJtPATtZF4*3#2F5.2$F*

1070 FORMATlFT. 1e2F9*2sFS.ZP.ll
1019 FORMATIZF4*10521~J



J4
2001 FORMATIiH 99R DURING HOUR*t13.t IS *eF794tE WHICH IS LESS THAN 1.0

1. THEREFORE# THE LATENT ENERGY INTRODUCED BY THE OCCUPANTS HAS BEE
2N REDUCED**)

2002 FORMATILHI925X9eNOMINAL OCCUPANT ACTIVITY LEVEL'.7X.'400 ITU/HR

2003 FORMAT(IHM068•o.LOADS IBTU/HR)#)
2004 OR4AT|IOn?XteVENT',59XteTRANSe METABOLIC METABOLIC')
2005 FORMATILN *'1IME RATE DBT WBT ET AIRCOND BOUNDARY

1 CONDENe SOLAR SENSIBLE LATENT LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
2#1

2006 FORMATILM t149JX#41F4e1v3X)98(F8#Ot3X))
200? FORMAT(IH **INCLINATION ANGLE XII*#I2.'1 IS **FB*2.o' THIS VALUE M

lUST BE 90 DEG# OR LESS#*)
2006 FORMATI.H #*THE LATITUDE OF THE SHELTER IS GREATER THAN THE PROGRA

IN CAN HANDLE FOR THIS DAY OF THE YEAR**)
2010 FORMATIIm #*THE LIMIT ON LAYMAX OR ON NMAX OF BOUNDARY 0.12.. HAS

IBEEN EXCEEDED##)
2011 FORMT(IH t*THE NUMBER OF SHELTER BOUNDARIES* NWv HAS BEEN EXCEEDE

10, MACHINE ERROR.*)
2012 FORMATMIM 9*SHELTER EFFECTIVE TEMPERATURE DURING HOUR'o,4t* IS *F5

Isle. WHICH EXCEEDS THE LIM;TS OF THE METABOLIC RELATIONS.')
2014 FORMATIIH **DRY-BULB TEMPERATURE DURING HOUR '.13,' IS 'sF5.1.e WH

IICH EXCEEDS THE LIMITS OF THi METABOLIC RELATIONS.*)
2015 FORMAT(IM to THE NUMBER OF ITERATIONS FOR AN INCREMENT HAS EXCEEDE

ID THE VALUE OF IDATAI31**)
2016 FORMATI1H *#THE RELATIVE HUMIDITY IN THE SHELTER HAS EXCEEDED SATU

IRATION.')
2017 FORMAT(IH #*THE NUMBER OF INCREMENTS IN THE HOUR EXCEEDS THE VALUE

1 OF IDATA(51*1
2018 FORMAT(IM 94THE HOUR NUMBERS ARE NOT INDEXING PROPERLY*')
2O19 FORMAT(Im ,oTHE HOUR NUMBER HAS EXCEEDED THE LENGTH OF OCCUPANCY.* -*

11
2020 FORMAT(IHO015Xt*MAX* DRY-BULB TEMP. DURING OCCUPANCY*96XoF4*190 AT

Sleo4o. MOURS AFTER BEGINNING OF OCCUPANCY*)
2021 FORMAT(IM0,15,.'teAX# WET-BULB TEMP. DURING OCCVPANCYOt6XtF4.•1k AT

14'sIt4. HOURS ArTER BEGINNING OF OCCUPANCY*)
2022 FORMAT(1IH0C15X9MAX EFFECTIVE TEMP. DURING OCCUPANCY'.BX9F4.ele AT

,10o14ote HOURS AFTER BEGINNING OF OCCUPANCY')
2023 F0R,4ATI(MH139XteTIME-AVERAGE TEMPERATURE VALUES') 'a

2024 FORMAT(1fH026Xs'FOR ENTIRE DURATION OF OCCUPANCY'e16Xs*03T'e7Xt'WB
ITe*SXseET*)

2025 FORMAT(1HO.26Xo*FOR EACH DAY OF OCCUPANCY*)
20Z6 FORMAT(MH sb4X.'DAY #a12*3X*F'0*12(SXqF5*1))
2027 FORMAT(1HtO.2X*'FOR SPECIFIC INTERVALS*,16X.'HRS*)
2028 FORMAT(Im o*tgX.4t*-eol4.5X.FS,12(Sx#FS.1))
2030 FORMAT(IM so MR CFM/ DEG DEG DEGO)
2031 FORK;ATMN *,X,*OCC F F Fe)
2032 FORMAT(IHC.ISXsfMIN. DRY-81,LB TEMP. DURING OCCUPANCY*#6X.F4#,'* AT

1*.4'te fOURS AFTER BEGINN'NG OF OCCUPANCY')
2033 FORMAT(IHO,15X09MIN. WET-BULB TkHP. DURING OCCUPANCY$.6XvF4#1.' At

10,14.e HOURS AFTER BEGI0,1ING OF OCCUPAMCY')
2034 FQOMATY11M0aI5X&HIN EFfiCTIVE TEmP. DURING OCCUPACY*#6),fF4*1.' At

19.14.' HOURS AFTER SEGiNNING OF OCCUPANCY')
20)5 FOrMATtiN c1XvF5. .2I 5X*FS.1)J
10)6 FORMAT(I| ,'T02P-eeFIO.1.' AT '.1)1
2037 FOR4AT1iMO,)6XeVALUES ARE FOR LAST TIME INCRE,!NT OF EfCH HOUR*)
20)8 F(AMATIIXI
S0oo STop

END
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